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NOW EXCLUSIVELY IN BRITAIN SEE PAGE 9

In one year our K4Q. antenna
has become the largest selling
CB antenna in the ~orld!
1. It's more

expensive •••

£32·50

suggested retail
vat included

And when you
pay more,
you expect more!

2. It's made

3. It's proven

best!

•.. Here's what the leading
U.S.A. CB publications said.
ea TIMES: "... it's not often that a
ket scene, dominates and improves
Antenna and the K40 are doing
I

RADIO

Avenue
MORE PERFORMANce:
The K40 is guaranteed to
transmit further or receive
clearer than any antenna it
replaces. We know it will.
We've tested it with 771
CB'ers Just like you for one

year.

MORE I'LEXIBILITY:
You can fit your K40 to any
mounting surface. It will fit
any vehicle you'll ever own!
That includes c hoppers, dune
bugg ies , gutters, mirror
mounts, luggage racks, trunks,
hatchbacks, through roofs,
semis, pIck ups and RV's.

MORe QUALITY:
Irs not Imported. Irs not
made in Taiwan, Korea or
Japan. It's American made in
an American town. It's made
with better materials that
cost more and by profession·
al people we pay more. And
we designed it
in the U.S.A.
• Including optional mounts at extra
cost.

PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS: " ... an impressive
95% of the trials, the K40 out-performed the existing mobile antennas. We had to try one for ourselves.
" , .. in every case, the K40 either equaled or oul-performed its
competitor.
" No ifs, ands, or buts ! The K40 Antenna from Americaru Antenna would have to
be just about the best antennaaround.
CB MAGAZINE: " Introduced in October, 1977, the K40 quickly became the
top seller and in mid 1978, became the number one selling antenna in the nation."

... Here's what CB'ers all
across the U.S.A. said.
ANTENNA SPECIALISTS: ,.... truck driver and CB'er for
10 years ... 50% further than my M410 'Big Momma'."
-.I.H. CoIIetl, 207 McFee, BastfOp, LA

AVANTI: " I'm an electroniC technician with a Second Class
FCC license ... I was able to transmit 70 % further and tune
the SWR 75 % lower than my Avanti."
-H.R. C.ts tro, VRS. MOtlS.t" .tfl te 0 ·67, ~/if14Js. PuM O Rico

PAL: ".

20% better in transmission and
reception than my 5/ 8 wave Pal Firestik."
-.lonnA &1m. 90.446. Z-'ienolp/e. PA

SHAKESPEARE: ,.... ;ove been a CB'er fO(
three years and the K40 is the best I've ever
had. Better in reception and transmission than
my Shakespeare."
- H. Bacheft, J'~ 15 K/fIgRd., P'r/(~, NJ

HUSTLER: "Compared to my Hustler XSLT·
4 , the K40 can consistently transmit 40%
further and the reception was better. The K40 is
the perfect way to complete a CB system."
-Jer-om. R. 8rowfI, 7800 S. Lktder. BurblJfIII, IL

••• Thls
Antenna

Is so
DYNAMITE
pu receive a
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appeal for a
lad
Or was it?
Over the past few months, I have
been Involved in a bit of behlnd-thescenes controversy which is not only
sad but, to date, still a complete mystery.
Towards the end of October 1982, I
was contacted by a friend of mine,
Andy, from Maidstone, Kent. Andy and
his local Ce ·club were about to donate a few goodies to a 'worthwhile
caus·e'. The appeal to which these
good buddies were responding was
on behalf of a young Scottish boy who
was dying of an incurable disease.
Andy phoned me to find out if I was
aware of the appeal and, if so, to find
out how It was progressing.

Worried
Andy was also slightly worried about
sending the collected items off to a
PO Box No., being aware of some of
the wind-ups and rip-offs that have
been perpetrated in the name of
charity.
I advised Andy to hold fire and
immediately a letter was on Its way to
the PO Box to satisfy my curiosity. Not
long after writing, I was phoned by a
Scottish breaker with the handle of
White Lady, who outlined the nature
of this appeal.
Apparently, a breaker by the name
of Young Scottie, Little Buddy or Paul,
who at the time was living in Klrkcaldy,
expressed a wish to get his name Into
the Guinness Book of Records by collecting as many OSL and eyeball
cards as possible. The fact that this
young lad was dying, turned this
appeal into a matter of urgency.

Eight hundred cards a day
I must say that by the time White
Lady had finished telling this tale, I
was almost ready to start collecting
OSL's myself. One thing worried me,
though. White Lady could not tell me
the boy's real name, address or what
he was suffering from . Everything that
was collected by the PO Box (up to
800 cards a day) was passed on to
another breaker who, in turn, passed
them on. Nobody really seemed to
know where the cards (and sometimes
money) ended up.
I was not surprised that the local
newspapers started following up this
particular story as an appeal of this
nature can, obviously, provide some
good headlines. Like me, they didn't

take long to become suspicious and
headlines such as "CB fans conned by
bad buddies", " Myth of dying boy" and
"Heartbreak appeal for dying boy was
B hoax" started to crop up. Some.
members of the press decided to
expand Slightly on the story (otherwise known as journalists' licence or
'porky pies') and some very serious
ailegatlons were made about the
appeal and about the people running
the PO Box. You see, the press
couldn't find the dying boy, either.
To prove their innocence and com·
plete faith in the appeal, the Scottish
breakers running the PO Box went dir·
ectly to a solicitor to swear an afti·
davit. As a result of this affidavit, at
lea.t one of the newspapers decided
that their original story was incorrect.
I, personally, am in do doubt whatsoever that the people collecting on
behalf of Little Buddy are 100% genuine. I stili do not know whether Little
Buddy ever existed.

family. If not, well hopefuliy, the lessqn
has been learned!

The moral
This story Is a prime example of how
a group of generous and kindhearted
breakers have created doubt, contro·
versy and upset, whlist trying to do
good. The mere fact that they used a
PO Box (and were unidentifiable)
immediately caused suspicions.
When raising gifts, money or any·
thing, the following rules should be
strictly applied. Always use a name
and address that can be traced,
always ensure that the intended recipient of your charitable deeds can be
identified and actually wants to be a
recipient and please ensure that
everything you collect or have don·
ated reaches Its destination. To pre·
vent accusations, it may be better to
select a recognized charity which is
registered rather than an Individual
cause.
This story has come to a seml~satis·
factory end, Inasmuch as the people
behind the PO Box, White Lady, Wild
Rover and The Instructor, have not
given up collecting for good causes. A
young disabled girl, with the permiSsion of her parents, is to receive any
further OSL and eyebali cards for a
Guinness Book of Records attempt.
As for Little Buddy, he apparently
died recently but his name wli l not get
into the book. If he did exist, I express
my sincere condolescences to his

What CB? and Breaker: the
final showdown.
"Son of Custom Car
bites the dust"
It has come to pass that the great
powers at Link House have decided to
knock Breaker and What CB? on the
head. I can't say that I blame them but
I do feel a bit sorry for the staff who
have now been relegated to writing
classified advertisements for Exchange
& Mart.
We will miss Breaker for Its wit and
humour (certainly not. for Its CB content) but What CBTs absence, I'm
sure, will not be noticed. Perhaps a
combination of the titles (as per my
suggestion In November 82) to What
Breaker? might have saved the day?
PCC
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In times of distress, accidents, breakdowns,
emergencies ... commu'nication is the key'
to receiving quick and efficient aid, All too
often public communication systems are
either out of order or nowhere in sight.
With an Alert Mobile Transceiver, when
the need to summon help arises, you have
instant, two-way communication. This
compact, solid-state unit can be set up in
seconds and is the only one capable of
being operated either from the vehicle's
power supply or independently from its
own battery packs. Versatile - with full 4
watts power output you can transmit up to
15 miles depending on the surrounding
terrain.
For ease of mind, instant communication,
versatility , the AMT is ·a must for every
motorist.

should invest in one for it has so many
benefits because
1) The unit can be used to summon help,
2) No installation costs or unsightly holes.
3) Comes complete for car use with
magnetic mount for antenna and cigarette
lighter jack plug power supply.
4) Auxiliary power pack for use with the
car in the event of electrical breakdown or
for total portable operation.
5) Unit can be used to obtain up-to-date
traffic and weather reports, as well as rOllte
directions.
6) With two units , car-to-car
communication is easily obtained. Ideal for
travelling with friends .

"A must for every motorist. ..

"A must for every motorist."

Edito,.. CB Radio Magazine

Self Adhesive with Extending
Spring. Hurry, while stocks last!
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

FULLY PORTABLE
NO INSTALLATION
CAR OR HANDHELD

Editor

(~.:~ ~~B~~ ::'~~~E~~R~

The MAXCOM 7E comes complete
I 2-Way Solid-State Transceive r
2 Leatherette Case and Battery Pack (Batteries not
included)
3 Telescopic Magnetic Antenna
4 12V Power Lead with Cigarette Lighter Plug
5 Carry-strap
6 Protective Case for travel and storage
Also included Owner's Manual and Warranty
Card.

To: Amtd Ltd., AM Houle, 9. Old'. Approach,
Tolplt. LuCI. W.tford, Hert•. WDI 8QR

Home OfJiee

Address ___________________________

Please rush me (Qty
) Alert Mobile
Transceivers at £49.95 each + £2,95 each postage
and packaging plus my rree gift (one per unit'
purchased).

Name ___________________________

Appro."ed

"
Phone No. ________________________
_

The Editor of CB Radio Magazine:
"This product is so unique and vital that it
is the nrst and to d'ate only transceiver that
we are prepared to endorse, Every motorist

I enclose my cheque/postal order for
£
or charge my Access/Barclaycard.
I am over 18 years of age.

I \ II 1\ \'1 \ \'\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 1\ \\
(Signod) ,--=--:-""'C:--:-::-----Please allow 28 days for delivery.
CBI

Although British CB has rapidly developed its own image and slang, most
CB'ers look affectionately at the USA
as the birthplace of CB and the origin
of many of its trad itions and customs.
Whilst not everyone wants to be a CBspeak expert, we've all had a good
laugh at the colourful conversations
of our local expert or those "good 01'
boys", the Dukes of Hazard. The
image of the American breaker is
firmly fi xe d in the public's mind as
strongly as John Wayne as the typical
American cowboy.
However, much as AM Ca'ers point
to America as a shining example of
AM CB in action, not everything In the
CB . garden Is rosy. Lou Franklin,
author of The 'Screwdriver Expert's'
Guide To Peaking Out ~nd Repairing
CB Radios and The ' CB PLL Data
Book, rig repairer extraordinaire and
truckers' confidant, paid a flying visit
to Britain from California and took
time out from his busy schedule to
give us his comments on CB 'over the
water', He outlined an unhappy situation with the authorities - one that
could well have parallels with developments here.
The heyday of CB has long gone
from America and whilst there are still
a lot of breakers, the actual sales of
sets and number of users have
dropped considerably from the figures
of the 70's. Interest in straight AM CB
may have dwindled but Lou pointed
out that sidebanders and 'outbanders'
are just as active - and are, in fact,
increasing. (Incidentally, outbanders
are the ones who are clever with their
screwdrivers and manage to put channels and frequencies where there
aren't supposed to be any). Many
American breakers have turned to
SSB and outbanding because they
are fed up with or are just not getting
the service they want from the straight
40 AM channels - something many
British CB'ers would sympathize with.
Whilst sidebandlng is a legitimate
activity as far as the FCC Is concerned
(as long as the permitted channels
and power are used) this hasn't been
enough for many breakers and according to Lou, linear amplifiers and illegal frequencies are "the rule rather
than the exception" for many opera-

tors. This high level of abuse, of
course, contributes to other users'
dissatisfaction and goads them on to
'improvements' of their own.
Along with outbandlng and Similar
modifications, there is increasing
interest In FM, particularly British FM
CB, although ironically it's use is Illegal. A growing number of American
breakers use UK FM for skip contacts
with British breakers and are finding a
much clearer service. There aren't any
indications of a significant number of
British sets finding their way over- it's
mainly recrystalled or adapted home
equipment. America also introduced
BOOM Hz UHF CB service some time
ago but this hasn't proved successful.
It's not clear whether this Is through
lack of interest or equipment. It may
be that 27MHz is completely accepted
as the CB system in America.
With the decline of CB in the US, it Is
receiving very little media coverage,
apart from specialist publications.
This is inevitable to a certain extent as
CB has become accepted in American
society but It reflects the public attitude to CB. "People who don' t have a
set, think of It as a hobby which was
once popular and is now extinct," says
Lou.
Public opinion isn't the only thing to
have changed. Breakers themselves
are using CB much more for 'ham'type copies (or QSO's!) rather than
quick radio checks. Conversely, less
committed CB'ers don't bother with it
unless going on a journey and they
need police reports and traffic Information. Along with this change In attitude is a change in speech - Lou says
that many CB'ers now "disdain the
use of 'trucke r talk' and more normal
conversational language Is now used".
lVl doesn't seem to be much of a
problem anymore either, at least
amongst the more civic-minded breakers, since publicity has ensured that
most breakers know how to solve this
problem.
The rest of Lou's comments on TVI
rang warning bells. "The FCC ignores
lVl complaints now because it no longer has the staff to enforce the CB
service," The Federal Communications Commission has been under
increasing pressure to cut staff and

budgets - with the result that what
resources it has left are concentrated
on more major areas. Lou follows up
his earlier criticisms with "the FCC
has virtually abandoned attempts to
enforce legal rules in the US. They are
putting virtually no effort Into Interference tracing and only investigate real
life-threatening situations now, such
as interference to aircraft control
towers. Everybody knows the odds of
being caught by the FCC are nil."
Under these circumstances, it's not
surprising that many operators just
don't bother to get a licence and
break operating conditions. It also has
worrying Implications for British CB as
many observers think we are tumbling
Into this situation already. At one time
it was even suggested that the FCC
drop CB licences, completely removing
their CB burden. This me.t some opposition and due to international radio
agreements, the FCC are not allowed
to 'officially' drop the licensing
requirement, so it is unlikely that it will
go through. (Although effectively it
might well be happening In practice).
The American CB market Is very
much larger than the British but the
decline in use and purchasing has
meant that development of products
has slowed down. When I asked Lou if
there had been any new developments, he answered emphatically,
"No. In fact, there are virtually no new
rig models appearing in America - the
same with accessories." Since the
introduction of emergency units, there
have been no real Innovations,
although scanners are stili increasing
in popularlty and complexity.
Aft e r all this rather negative news,
the good news is that despite any decline, REACT and other similar organizations are still going strong and
REACT can be called on from most
locations in an emergency. Police attitudes haven't really changed towards
CB either, although they don't regard
it in such a positive way as they once
did. (Lou rather more directly puts this
as "the police don't really care much
about CB").
It would seem from Lou's reading of
the American CB scene that the USA
is turning into a pirate's paradise. Is
there an awful warning for us, too?

State
side
b
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L[]nner:1[]rs

SALE T~mE
Jus1 Check [Ju1 These
POWER MIKES

SUPERSTAR 360
AM/ FM/USB/ LSB/CW + 40 UK

Pr'~es ~
SWR & FS METERS

i'~;:. ' . ,I _I '., .' 1m)

., o)ob6<lD

HP AVAILABLE

BRl 500

kW MAl

MIDLAND 2001
40 CH

HP AVAILABLE

BREMI

:

BREMI

PA HORNS

'"
Packag ing a nd postage £2.00 extra, £5 .00 extra for Superstar 360, BRL 500 and BRL 200.

PLUS MANY MORE BARGAINS
HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST ~~~n~r~~~
We a lso stock a vast range of cord less phones
£ 1,000 Instant credit
availab le ,
Enquire now for full deta ils
We accept American
Express, Barc laycard a nd
Access,
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LDnner:iDrS
11 Western Parade
Barnet, Herts
01-449 3476
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On the whole, innovations for rigs
have been thin on the ground since
the Introduction of legal CB. Of the
developments that have been intro·
duce d, none of th em have been new
ideas; for example, sel ca ll has existed
for many years in different shapes or
form s. Sets for remote location are not
new, either - th ere's many an AM
breaker that has had a coveUed Amer·
ican 'mike set' and Binaton e had a set
similar in principle available from leg·
alizatlon.
It's only now that other British co mpanies are introducing similar rigs
and, including the Binatone Breaker
Phone, there are cu rrently three on
the market. This new product shouldn't
have proved too difficult for Tandy,
since th ey market a Realistic equ iva·
lent on FCC frequ encies in the USA.
The third is from th e Audloline range,

6

distributed by Harry Moss Industries.
Giv9n th at there is a selection avail·
able, are you sure of what they are?
Quite simply, they are CB se ts with ali
the controls on the microphone, which
is connected to a remote box that has
all th e works in - the box being situ·
ated whe rever convenient. Some of
the advantages of th is type of rig are
obvious:
All the controls are conve nient to
use and this can make for safer
driving, as the re's no scrambling
under th e dashboard to cha nge channels.
The mike unit can be easily
rem eved, making the car less aUrac·
tive to thieves as there's no vis ible CB.
If the box unit is located under
the seat or in the boot, there's no
bulky rig to locate in the car. This is
particularly important for small cars or

*

*

*

prestige cars that don't have a lot of
dashboard space spare.
De pe nding on where the mike Is
located, it's easier for passengers to
use, as it needn't be locate d close to
the driver's hand.
Finally, such a rig does have a fair
amount of snob value!
Mind you, th ere are disadvantages:
Sets are very much more ex pen·
sive.
Because so much Is crammed in·
to th e mike unit, if it goes wrong, it
could be a major and expensive repair
job.
The cable fro m remote unit to
mike is very thick, since it carries all
the wiring for the control s. This coul d
be difficult to run th roug h th e ca r and
hide under the carpet.
Some may find th em more difficu lt to install than.th e standard rig .

*
*

*
*
*

*
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AUDleLINE

Sinatonc Breaker Phone

Tandy Easy Rider

Audlollne Remote CB 342

Expect to pay £80-100
Extension cable (10m.) £14.95

£129.95
Extension cable (16Y,ft.) £23.95

Japan
Telephone handset-type mike
with TX/RX indicators, channel
display, int/ext speaker switch,
PA facility with PA display on
channel display panel, volume.
squelch, mike gain, pH button,
push-button channel change,
speaker

Japan
Squelch control, volume
control, channel-change dial
and channel display, PIT
button , speaker

£159.95
Extension cable (6ft.) £23.95
Relay box to utilize vehicle's
stereo sytem speaker £23.95
Taiwan
TX/RX indicator, volume
control, squelch control,
channel display, PIT button,
channel~change switch,
channel lock, attenuatar
switch, tone control, speaker

Facilities on remote unit

Antenna socket, mike plug
connector, extension speaker
wires, PA wires, power leads
(these are very short but have
spade clips for extending)

Antenna socket, power leads,
attenuatar switch for internal!
external or integral speaker,
external speaker jack

Antenna socket, power leads,
relay socket, extension
speaker jack

Slz.c of remote: unit

4%ln. X 6%ln. X 1 ¥lin.

4in. X 7in. X 21f2ln.

Sin. X 6 3.4in. X 1 V2in.

COmments on remote unit

Very, very robust and very
heavy. Good-quality connector
plug for microphone unit but
also heavy. Box has heat sink
for dissipating heat. No built-in
speaker
Telephone type. Rather
confusing at first, as there is so
much on it. Only one to have
mike gain. Again a bit
confusing if used to standard
mike. Suspect it isn't that
strong. Push buttons change
one channel up or down but
scan if held down

Robust. Slightly less bulky as it
uses an edge connector rather
than plug. Has a speaker unituseful if mounted under dash

Robust. No built-in speaker

Functional rather than stylish!
Fits comfortably in hand and
appears reasonably strong
(although shouldn't be
bounced around). Channel
change is particularly easy to
use. Would take time to get
used to which switch is squelch
and which volume

Booklet and Installation

The booklet is well produced
and facilities very clearly
Illustrated, making installation
easy. It doesn't really mention
the different locations or
extension cable

A few examples of Japanese
English. Booklet is clear on
fitting and controls. Suspect
booklet was originally intended
for USA market. No full advice
on remote locations

Audio quality

Not bad considering size of
speaker. Average through
external speaker

COmments

Comes complete with cradle
for handset. Only set where
you can switch over to
extension speaker on
microphone. Audible electronic
click when the channels
change - probably not
intentional but helps you count
channels without looking.
Cable from microphone is
rather short, especially as the
connector plug is heavy and
unwieldy to move

Good through internal speaker.
Poor through microphone
speaker. Average through
external speaker
Only set to have integral
speaker in remote unit. Edge
connector appears secure and
very unlikely to pull loose

Reasonably strong microphone
which fits comfortably In the
hand, although It feels a bit
square. Rather easy to push
channel-change switch instead
of PIT button (probably why
there is a channel-lock SWitch).
Channel-change switch will
change one channel up or
down when pressed once, if
held in, it will scan through
until released. Stylish
Adequate but not
comprehensive, although
fitting Instructions are clear.
Doesn't really help with
different locations. Booklet
doesn't explain mike facilities,
although these are clearly
indicated on box
Quite good through
microphone, considering
speaker size. Average through
extension speaker
Well-designed microphone and
product is very well presented

PrIce
Accessories and price

Country of manufacture:
Facilities on microphone

COmments on microphone

General comments

It's a shame that none of the booklets made much of the possible locations and how to approach the associated problems. It
wasn't Immediately obvious tHat all three sets would need extension cables 'for remote location - this could be very disappOinting if you are eager to fit it and don't have the appropriate cable. Beware - you must have the correct 'brand' cable to
matc_h the .set, as they are not Interchangeable.
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Locating and Installing
the rig
Generally, you are going to want to
put th e mike within easy reach of the
driver and front-seat passenger, so
locating the mike Is a matter of convenience and safety wh il st driving.
The remote unit is a little more difficult to deal wi th but, of co urse, th ere is
a certain amount of fl exibility which is
not available with a n ordi nary mobile
rig. One word of warning befo re .you
deci de on a location: BE CAREFUL
WHERE YOU DRILL. Drilling through
a petrol tank or throu gh th e exhaust
will cause expensive and, possibly.
dangerous damage l Th e re are three
main plac es to put the remote box and
this dep ends on space and yo ur main
purpose for having such a rig.
Under the scat

This Is an easier place to put the
unit, since it doesn't involve running
cab le through th e length of th e car.
Check before you start drilling that
th ere is sufficient clearance under the
seat and th at you ca n remove the seat
and put it back properly afterwards!
If yo u are hoping to deter burg lars,
don't put the unit too far forward, as it
may be seen from the front of th e car.
To actu ally install the box, use th e
mounting brac kets provided with the
rig or a slide mount. If th e re is real
shortage of space unde r th e seat, yo u
could skin yo ur knu ckles undoing th e
knurled retaining screws, so you
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might want to co nsid e r using Velcro.
Thi s consists of two tapes, one covered in sma ll hooks, the other In tiny
loops. When pressed together, they
cli ng to each other very strongly but
ca n be easily separated by· pulling
apart. It Is very strong (It has been
used by the American space programme) so yo ur rig won't slide
around. The advantage of Velcro is
that it can be g lued to the remote unit
with something li ke epoxy resin and
glued, stitched or stapl ed to the floor ·
cove ring without drilling the floor of
th e car, It can be bought from sewing
co unters at department stores or
specialist. shops.
Near the driver

To an extent, this rath er defeats the
purpose of a re mote CB if It takes up
va luable dashboard space but yo u
might want t9Ait th e set In the g love
box, parcel shelf or to the back of the
transmission tunnel. Be caref ul that
you aren't putting the rig in a location
that gets hot from the engine or car
heater or you may cook the componen tsl
If you are fitti ng the rig in this area,
do remember to check where the car
wiri ng goes. If fitted in the glove box,
check th at the cable to th e mike runs
smoothly withC(ut snagging on steering
wheels, etc.
In the boot
This is a good location to defeat the
light-fingered me mbe rs of society and
it won't take up any car Interi,?r space.

Don't put the unit above the exhaust
where it can be cooked and don't
screw Into the petrol tank. Be wary of
trying to mount th e unit vertically
against th e back of th e boot (where
the back seat meets the boot) as this
is often fibreboard and won't take the
weight.

Conclusion
You can see for yourself that there
are different advantages and disadvantages to each set. None of the
three sets went through a CB Radio
Magazine Rig Test, so your choice
must be base d on th e factors that are
Important to you and what represents
be st value for money. Compared to
current rig prices, these sets are
expensive, so make sure you know
what you want from your rig before
spending £100 or more on it.
All th e sets in this article come from
reputable, well-established companies
and they all offer warranty and repair
facilities.
On the whole, I'd recomm end fitting
an extension speaker for clarity, since
all th e speakers In the microphone
are, of necessity, very small and can
be a bit indistin ct. If you aren't the tidiest of car owners, locate the set
where it won't get clobbered by spare
tyres, tin s of de-Ice r, wheelbracee and
cassette holders. If you ara really
trying to beat thieves, use a mag
mount antenna and it can be locked in
the boot with the detached mike unit.
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~"INTERNATIONAL LTD.

I

~

Jin tlectronics ana Communications

ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
That an exclusive contract
has now been finalized

K4Q. HAS NOW APPOINTED

OCT AS

SOLE IMPORTERS

and distributors for the UK
and Europe

At last the fabulous K40 service
and guarantee can be given full
back-up and support in Britain

For your local stockist contact

OCT INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Tel: (0476) 76928

Telex: 377627 OCTEL G

Trade enquiries are welcomed
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THE
CB RADIO
DIARY
IDEAL FOR

ANY

BREAKER

How to be an emergency
monitor, how CB has evolved
over the years, what the
codes mean and how to cure interference. All this information
- plus much more - can be found in the 1983 CB Radio Diary.

Order your copy now for just £2.50 inc. p&p.

*

INCLUDES A FREE COMPETITION TO WIN A RIG

*

----------~--------------------~-Send me
.
1983 CB Radio Diaries at £2.50 each including p&p. I enclose a
cheque/PO for £
payable to CB Radio Magazine Ltd., Tudor Works,
Beaconsfield Road, Hayes, Middx. UB4 OFL.
My name and address is _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

.. OJ = a a a =a a a a a a II a a a CI CI CI CI 1:1 a 1:1 CI CI a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 0 aDo a CI a Da a a a0 a a a a a a a a a a Da a a IS a a Da a a a a a ~
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THE GOVERNMENT GAVE YOU 40 CHANNELS
CB Radio Distributors Ltd will give you
A LOT MORE
AND - WE ARE HERE TO STA Y!
Sole Importers of:

.,.95 THE ULTIMATE SET...
I
NATO 2000

£16

Ree. Reteil

40CH UK FM, 160CH AM/FM USB/LSB FCC, 10Kc
SHIFT: FINE/COARSE, RF GAIN, DX: MID & LOC,
ANL, NB, CB/PA, TONE: HIGH/LOW, POWER:
HIGH/MID/LOW, ROGER BLEEP.

£69~~

NATO 40 FM

Reteil

VOLUME: ON/OFF, SOJ f'LCH, RF GAIN, MIC
GAIN, DIMMER, TONE:\ HIGH/LOW, ROGER
BLEEP: QN/OFF, CH9: ON/OFF, MOD: NORMAU
CLEAR SWITCH, CB/PA, DELTA TUNE: + 0 -

tCmmTJUJN
'NATO'

SOAM BOFM FCC
SOUSB BOLSB FCC
40 UK FnIquencies FM

' £115~~~2,

BOAM BOFM FCC
40AM 40FM UK Frequencies

£69!~

Rota/l

All our sets are legally imported, legal to own, duty and VAT paid, prices include postage, packing
and insurance. NB-it is illegal to operate a rig that does not conform to MTP 1320 without a licence.

Trade enquiries welcome to:

CB RADIO DISTRIBUTORS LTD.

Unit2, Go .....m."t Ind_1 E-., Union MHIs, ''''01_.
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Instead of skill, this month our competition requires a good sense of humour. If you
have the ability to make our judges split their sides with laughter, you are well on the
way to winning our fantastic prize.
Underneath we have named six well-known celebrities and we want you to think up
an amusing handle for each of them. The judges will decide which is the funniest
entry and their decision is final.

C

E

A

: Margaret Thatcher '--_ _ _ _~
Elvis Presley
C Tony Blackburn

B

L -_ _ _---'

D Dolly Parton
E Adam Ant
F Arthur Scargill

F

Please write your six handles on a post card, don't forget your name and address and
then post the card to Handles Competition, CB Radio Magazine, Tudor Works,
Beaconsfield Road, Hayes, Middx. UB4 OFL.
The winner's name will be published in the first available edition of CB Radio
Magazine.
.
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The Telecommunications Bill, which
was published on 19 November, includes some much-needed amendments to the Wireless Telegraphy
Acts of 1949 and 1967, In order to
keep a tighter grip on the uses and
misuses of radio equipment in Britain.
The new measures have been put
forward to rationalize and update the
present penalty system for wireless
telegraphy offences and to enable
more effective enforcement of the
law. Failure to do this would result in a
total lack of respect for the efficient
use of the radio spectrum.

New police powers
One of the measures to be introduced will give the police, or persons
authorized by the Secretary of State,
powers to seize apparatus for the purpose of proceedings. This measure is
given further significance by the introduction of powers for the Secretary of
State to control the sale and possession of undesirable wireless equipment. Seen from the breaker's point of
view, if you are caught with an unlicensable radio transmitter It will be
confiscated and you will be , prosecuted regardless of whether the
equipment was legally imported or
whether you were seen using the
equipment or not. New powers have
also been given to the police to arrest,
without a warrant, for cases involving
the illegal use of radio transmitters.
These measures have obviously
been designed to suppress the availability of illicit CB equipment and to dissuade existing users to either switch
to the legal system or stop transmitting completely. A move that has been
forced by the pressure from 1,000
complaints a week from domestic TV
and radio consumers.

Stfffcr penalties
Although the Telecoms Bill itself
does not increase penalties for ex is-
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ting offences, the Criminal Justice Act
of 1982 has raised the maximum fine
for unlicensed use of a rad io transmitter from £400 to £1,000.
This does not mean, however, that
all cases will receive fines in two or
three figures unless the offender is
seen to be deliberately flouting the
law. In fact, not all cases will end up in
court. The new Bill gives the police the
authority to apply to the court, by a
Civil procedure, for seizure of Illegallypossessed equipment in cases where
nothing can be gained by prosecution,
i.e., where a person accepts that he
should not have the equipment in
question and does not appear to be
flouting the law.

AdvIsory Commtttcc
abolished
Under Section 9 of the Wi reless
Telegraphy Act of 1949, a s pecial
Advisory Committee had to be co nsuited about proposals to make new
statutory regulations on the c ontrol of
radio interference. It is not a standing
body but when the Secretary needs to
consult it, members are appo inted
from nominations provid ed by the
Institute of Electrical Eng ineers.
Under the new Bill. however, statutory
regu lations will be approved by oth er
means, therefore the Advi sory Committee will b e abolished. This shou Id
speed up approval of such regulations
and allow greater control o ver th e
radio spectrum.

Dr. Menl......·s Report Is accepted
Recommendations put forward by
the Merriman Review of the Radio
Spectrum that TV bands I and III
should be used for land mobile
services and broadcasting anCillary
services have been accepted by the
Home Secretary, Mr. Whitelaw. The
announcement in Parliament came
following a question from Mr. John
Wheeler, M P.
Mr. John Wheeler (MP, Paddington)
asked the Secretary of State for the
Home Department if he will make a
statement about the recently-published report on the Independent
Review of the Radio Spectrum under
the chairmanship of Dr. Merriman
about the future use of TV bands I and
III.
Mr. Whitelaw: I am indebted to Dr.
Merriman and his colleagues for producing so quickly their careful and thorough analysis of the issues involved.
The report recommends that TV
bands I and III should be used for a
combination of land mobJle radio services and broadcasting ancilliary services used for operational control and
programme production, with priority
given where necessary to land services. The report also recommends
that the closure of the obsolete 405line transmitters at present sched-

uled for completion in 198 6 s hould be
accelerated to allow those changes to
take effect from th e beg inning of
1985.
The Government acce pts th e recommendation as to the future use of
these bands and work will beg in as
soon as possible on th e de tailed
planning of the bands for mobil e radio
use and on the development Qf a frequency allocation plan for th e broadcast ancillary services. Th e possibility
of giving the radio amateur s ervice an
appropriate allocation in the 5054MHz band will b e examined in th e
course of the detailed pl anning of
band I as Dr. Merriman and his co lleagues have suggested. Th e implications of accelerating the prog ra mme
of closures of the 405-lin e transmitters are being urgently stud ied and a
further statem ent will be made as
soon as possibl e.
In the light of this deCision, th e provisional alloc ation of frequencies for
radio telephones, which I announced
on 15 June, 1982, ca n be c onfirm ed.
This spectrum will be progressively
available in accord ance with th e
notes Issued by my Right Honourable
friend, the Secretary of ~·St a te fo r
Industry. for the guidance of co mpanies applying for licences to run a
national radio telephon e n etwork.
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All Counties Convoy Club

--

--

seriou s breaker will recognize the
usual club pattern.
I have attended, to date, 14 clubs In
SE London and only In two was anything to do with CB going on.
The answer I got from one Chair-

ous side of radio and over the past
three years has successfully helped

We are the All Counties Convoy
Club. We are a fairly new club and we
operate every Thursday evening, from
7.30-1 0.30pm. at Coffee Hall Community Centre, Garraways, Coffee Hall,
Milton Keynes.
We are a family club - children are
welcome provided they are accom panied by a responsible adult and we
do have limited creche facilities for
children under eight years of age.
The club provides a convoy activity
each week, either a 'fox hunt' or a
'paper chase' or something of a slml~
lar nature In a designated area of Milton Keynes. Milton Keynes Is a
growing city and new estates and

channel" all week and preferred to
use the club night "to get away from
CB".
Further discussion took place at our
table (over a further round). What do
we want from a CB club? Somebody
sat on the 'Wally' and we got down to

roads are appearing over night, so to

formed by seven serious breakers.

speak. We are attempting to provide
Information with a bit of fun - the
prizes are reasonable, tool
If you don't fancy the idea of a convoy, you can always stay at the base
and chat to friends or play cards or
darts. Refreshments are available all

my family, you want to progress and

We meet at 8.00pm on Thursdays at
the Ordnance Arms, Woolwich, SEI8.
To get things off the ground finanCially, we have decided to have an
annual membership fee of £2.00 and a
nightly levy of 30p.
This will be for six months only,
when we hope to drop the weekly levy
but any decision will be made by the
whole club.
We have a very small Committee of

learn just what radio is all about, it's

evening at very reasonable prices but
they are all non-alcoholic! We are a

family clubl
Well, do loin us if you can and thank
you for your attention.

Linda Hughes (Club Secretary)
Bletchley, Milton Keynes

man was that his member.s were "on

it.

This Is what was decided.
A CB club, CB orientated, run by the
members for the members.

So, the Gunners' CB Club was

both my husband and son, Ray (Sliver
Stick), through the Radio Amateu(s
Examination. When everyone was ille-

gal, he was the only one who could
stand up and hold a room full of
people captive and make sense out of

ail the rubbish that was being spoken.
It's no wonder The British Sideband
Network is still the best value for
money. If any of your readers want to

belong to not only the oldest 'First'
SSB CB radio club In the UK but a
radio club that Is progressive and has
leadership that knows what it's talking
about then for their own sake they
should send a sae to the BSN HQ, 15
Carman Walk, Crawley, Sussex. If, like

pointless joining a club that sells you
QSL cards, rubber stamps and sweat
shirts but can only find wafflers when
you ask a technical question.

Thank's for letting me have my say.
10-10.
Jane and Eddie Kendall
Worcester

..".......
-- .,

-.

three, Chairman/Treasurer/ Secretary,
Public Relations and Entertainments.

,-

~,

Guests are admitted at a charge of
SOp (refundable if the guest Joins the
club at the next meeting).
The only restriction that we have Is

. , "; '. > .' .

~' - "

that a member must be a serious brea-

ke r.
it will be interesting to see how we
go along and if this letter Is published
in your Club Spot, I will write again in
three months' time to give you an up-

Gunners CB Club
A few serious breakers got together
one night during a club session at a
club that I will not mention.
We asked ourselves a few questions
that I list below, with the answers.
Question 1. What are we actually
doing here? Answer: Simply boozingl
Question 2. Couldn't we do this at
our local without having to pay an
entrance fee for the privilege?
Answer: Yes - and also without having
to travell
Question 3, How many times have
members of this club approached a
Committee member (If they could
recogn ize one) with suggestions for
the benefit of the club? Answer:
Dozensl
Question 4. How many suggestions
have at least been discussed?
Answer: A big zerol
Need I go on? No, I am sure that any
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to-date report.
From ail of us to all of you.
All the goldens.
10-10 till.
Captain Morgan (James Hornby)
Woolwich, London SE18
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COBRA
As the newly-elected Secretary of
our Club, I thought that I would drop
you a line to let you all know we are
stili 10-8. The club welcomes all breakers, AM{FM{ SSB, to Its Thursday
night meetings. The club meets In the
Farcroft Hotel, Rookery Road, Handsworth and our Committee, Electric
Warrior, Solitaire, Hippo, Sexy Sue,
Burnt Toast and Grinder, are always
on hand to greet new breakers and
our many visitors. We have a very
active OX section, we run raffles to
help charities and a really great disco.

There are always badges, stickers,
cards and other goodies available on
club nights. We have a good Insurance scheme that is not too expen-

Sideband Network
After reading your magazine from
Day One, I thought It about time I mentioned my radio club. Eddie and I got
Interested in CB back in 1980. We
bought a Cobra 148 and on a trip to
my mum's In Brighton, spoke to someone who Is now one of our dearest

friends. He Introduced us to the seri-

sive: Membership to the club costs
just £2.00, entrance fee Is 25p for
members and SOp for visitors. Any
breaker who Is passing through will be
more than welcome to.eyeball us and,
hopefully, share a bottle with us. To all
the club members and all our visitors,
we extend a very big thank you.
73's and 51's.
Dennis (Condor) (Secretary)
Handsworth, Birmingham
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:S aucy Nancy does it
anywhere with a

WESTWARD PTI
Internal maintenancerechargeable battery,
to three working days'
on high power. '
Internal protected 13 .SV
power
battery charloer(ful~v charQEld In 5 hours).
• Quick-release car mourr
tlng bracket.
• Pl259 aerlal socket, rubber duck antenna, shoulder strap, mains lead, etc.
• 4-watt, 40ch. UK spec.
for use as home base, mobile and portable.

leader of the fastest

selling highperformance lega l

ba se station antenna.
• The hig hest star-rated
antenna for Performance.
SWR Adjustment,

Installatio n and Value .

Available November 1982, further details, sae
Westward Electronics
The Mill House, Tuckenhay, Totnes. Devon TQ9 7El
Tel. Harbertonford 336 or 370

.

TECTEL ,

C.B. ACCESSORIES
Broadband Filter ...... ........ .. . ....... .... £9.50
Microphone Preamp with Roger Bleep .... £10.00
Direction Finder Equipment .... .. .. .... .... £18.00
Echo Chamber . . . enhanced modulation ... £59.00
25W Linear Amplifier . ........ . ....... .. .... £16.00
60W Linear Amplifier ....... ............... . £35.00
Crow Bar. .... . overvoltage protection. . . ... £5.00
Half Watt Switch Box ...... ........... ...... £4.00
2A Power Supply ... .. .. . .... ......... ... .. . £12.00
All prices plus VAT
Send cheque or PO to:
(payable to Tectel Wrekin DC)
Halesfleld 14
Telford, Shropshire

Telephone enquiries to (0952) 581738 Ext 11
Packaging and postage £1.50
(Orders over £30 p&p free)
DELIVERY WrrHIN 21 DAYS
Proprietor: WREKIN COUNCIL

Exciting new ribbed

coil design with
doubly encapsulated
windings for maximum
performance and all·

~.

e
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•

weat he r protection.

• Test s indi ca te performance matching that of an ill ega l
5dB home base anten na.
•

Base loaded coit on a single radiating element 1.5m lon g pre-tuned and requiring no SWR adjustment.

•

Precision-m ac hined alloy base with 3 angled ground planes,
each 2.67m long. with cross bracing and...d,.esign ed for
max imum performa nce.

•

Power 500W - Frequen cy 27Mhz - SWR 1:1.5 or less.

•

Pole mounting base 1 lA in s. dia.

•

Price just £25.00 incl. VAT plus carriage £3.95 and eac h
antenna is individually guaranteed.

If well ClJfl5fructed.""'~iiSSI}ffi;Jed
8fKIer«Ieri,0t<elkntf'l?'MmIJfICe /f!.9iII
arrrema wif" file
Wltlslhet If
is fJfP-tllned'4'htdS lION ClnZENS
BAND m"!J6Z1ne,Sepiember'B2

"'**'"

desG/'i~ fM

fantastic ...
I

FREEMAN
& PARDOE LTD.
Tything Road
Arden 'Forest Industrial Estate

ALCESTER
Werks. 8496ES.
Phon e: (07891 762 673

f~

F.reeman & Pardoe 1982
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FACE
TO

FACE
Natcolcibar, the National Committee for the Legalization of Citizens' Band Radio, was formed in 1979 to act as a
pressure group for the introduction of CB in this country. Although not always universally regarded as reflecting the
opinions of all breakers, the Committee campaigned very hard and was generally accepted by the authorities as being
the representative body for CB.
They have been through several changes of Chairman and have not been exempt from personality and policy
clashes but they have persevered beyond legislation, retaining their original name, to act as a consumer group.
They have recently had another change of Chairman and Tony Bevington, the new Chairman, called on us, on his
way to the House of Commons to see Major Sir Pat Wall, to talk about Natcolcibar.
CB Radio Magazine: Tony, what do you see as
the main alms of Natcolclbar and are those alms
different to when the Committee was formed?
Tony Bevington: I see our main aims as the implementation of an AM/SSB/FM FCC frequency system
across Europe and the improvement and protection of
the existing FM system in this country. I don't think one
is more important than the other - they are both
. equally important.
Our aims have adapted with circumstances - at one
time Natcolcibar's purpose was to get a legal CB system. Obviously, we have that now and we accept that,
although its far from per;fect, we hope we are the voice
of all CB'ers and, as such, we reflect all points of view.
CBRM: Natcolclbar's reputation Is for fighting
for the AM breaker. Do you think this has preJudIced the FM breaker against Natcolclbar?
TB: Yes and it's a great shame. The name slill presents a bit of a problem but we are now getting a lot of
FM CB clubs joining us. They have realized that our
aims are basically the same and thatthere is no reason
to fight each other. In getting over this, We can only try
to prove by our actions that we are taking both sides.
The fight between AM and FM is ludicrous - it should
be a fight .f or CB as a whole; to make it work and to
make sure it causes no problems to anybody.
CBRM: Is Natcolclbar disappointed with the first
year of legal CB?
TB: Yes, I'm afraid so. As we predicted, it has become
a toy with no means of protection from the misuse and
vulgarity that can be heard on channel. We put the
blame for CB's ineffectiveness firmly at the door of the
Home Office. They flew in the face of any advice and
the examples g iven by other countries. They had the
ideal opportunity to make something to be proud of but
there is nowaywe can be proud of what we have now. I
have been to other countries with Natcolcibar and
have seen other CB systems in operation and I am
embarrassed by what we have in this country. We are
firmly committed to help clear the airwaves . .
CBRM: How do youpropose to do this?
TB: In two ways. Firstly, to lobby the Government for
tighter restrictions on CB use and stricter penalties for
offenders and, secondly, to pressure the Government
to take their responsibilities for CB seriously, earn the
money they take and act against the high leve l of
abuse. In no way do we want to see self-appointed vigi!ante groups trying to deal with the problem.
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CBRM: In asking for tighter restrictions, aren't
you going against the principle of· CB?
TB: No, I don't think so. In having tighter restrictions,
effectively you give the majority a greater freedom,
since they are free to use the system without hindrance. We are asking forthe introduction of an age limit
for licence holders, as effectively this doesn't limit the
age of use but places the legal responsibility on the licence holder to see that his set is used properly and
under supervision. We are particularly asking for recognition of channel 9 and its protection and the introduction of official call signs. Although call signs are
open to misuse-look at amateur radio-they cou ld act
as a curb to some people. In reverse, we are asking for
the lifting of the farcical antenna restrictions.
CB can only earn respect when the true potential is
seen and at the moment no one can see round the
mess there is on channel.
CBRM: What do you see for the future of CB?
TB: Well, in the short term, its improvement and better protection but In the long term, the adoption by this
country of an II-metre (27M Hz) AM, SSB and FM Eur-
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N
atcolcibar
The Voice of Citizens Band radio users
The U.K. affiliate ofthe European CB
Federation and The World CB Union
opean standard citizens' band system. That's what we
and the European CB Federation are fighting for. Our
main interest is to get 27MHz working properly. We
have nothing agalnst 934MHz but I feel we have
enough on our plates with 27MHz.
CBRM: Isn't another system just going to add to
the confusion?
TB: Yes, inevitably it's going to cause problems in
the beginning, especially as it's chaos already but if it's
approached sensibly there will be protection for the
present users.
CBRM: What sort of protection?
TB: We are asking for a two-year transitional period
so the UK FM breaker isn't presented with a sudden
ultimatum.
CBRM: What chance of success do you think a
Euro CB spec stands?
TB: We hope that it will go before the European Parliament for ratification in March 1983. The constitution
of the Parliament means it ought to be accepted but
member nations can appeal against it if they claim it
would be a danger to national security. It would, obviously, be up to CB groups to claim this isn't so.
In terms of acceptance, the Europeans are moving
towards it, anyway, as countries are changing thelrCB
specifications. Within a few years there's a good
chance that everyone will have moved over to it.
CBRM: But what about Britain?
TB: It could be a hard fight to get the authorities to
accept it. The British Government is committed to
adopting a CEPT Euro CB spec inasmuch as Timothy
Raison has said several times that ihe' long-term aim is
compatibility with Europe. It must succeed in the end.
I think British breakers will accept it, too. Even if, in
the beginning, we don't get the full range of frequencies and modes asked for, we will carry on fighting for
them, so the British breaker can only gain by getting
more channels. I think they will be willing to give up
what they have if they are offered something better. As
I said before, we are determined to protect the Interests of the present user until the change-over is
complete.
CBRM: But what about manufacturers? Are they
likely to want to manufacture for yet another European spec?
C8 Radio February 83

TB: I'm sure they will. We would, obviously, prefer to
see British manufacturers getting a look-in. If the Government had any sense, it would forbid the importation
of Far Eastern equip(l1ent and help British industry. If it
doesn't, it will be a very attractive market for the Far
East, who have been geared up for 27MHz on FCC
frequencies.
CBRM: In the past, Natcolclbar has been fairly
low key, particularly since legalization. Do you
now feel the need for more aggressive campaigning?
TB: Definitely. We and all CB'ers must put pressure
on the European Parliament and local Members of the
European Parliament to accept CEPTproposals. Upto
now the legal breaker has had no cause to fight but he
has now and he needs to become familiar with the
name of Natcolcibar, as we are fighting for him. If we
are going to fight for breakers then they should
support us. CB'ers must join together, regardless of
AM or FM, for the common good.
Many breakers and clubs have spent a lot of time,
money and effort on charitable events. In the beginning these were done toglve CB a better image but you
can't say that it has worked - people don't respect CB
more because of the charitable work. If only breakers
would focus the same efforts Into fighting for a better
system I Obviously, we would like as many clubs as
possible tojoin Natcolcibar, to strengthen our position.
CBRM: How much, In your opinion , do the Government and authorities listen to Natcolclbar?
TB: A fair bit. We get a good response from local
MP's and we are regarded as the only national body
actively representing CB. We are concerned that there
are some organizations and Individuals who claim to
represent CB in this country, even as far as Parliamentary working parties, who do not have the support
behind them and, as such, are falsely representing
breakers.
We, obviously. have a good relationship with Major
Sir Pat Wall, MP, who is President of Natcolcibar. He,
obviously, represents our views in Parliament but it's
not always easy to have a good relationship with the
authorities when we feel that they have perpetrated a
vast deception on the community.
CBRM: So, finally, what does the future hold for
Natcolclbar?
TB: Forthe short term, l think I have already outlined
~Jr objectives. Further in the future, When CB is working properly, I see us as acting as a consumer protection group, dealing with complaints, maintaining the
system and fighting, if necessary, for more. There are
things that need doing badly but aren't amongst our
immediate campaigns. Most important amongst these
is the implementation of the fitting of proper filters to
TV and hi-fi equipment which has been badly neglected.by both manufacturers and Government. Eventually, I could see us being involved almost in a political
situation. We have worked out that CB'ers (either legal
or illegal) make up 6% of the population, so that's a lot
of voting power. The more CB'ers shout, the more they
will be Iistened to.
CBRM: Well, thanks very much for your time,
Tony and good luck for your meeting with Sir Pat.
Anyclub or individual wishing to contact Natcoleibar
should write to: The Secretary, Nateo/eibar, 430 West
Wood, Windmill Hill, Runeorn, Cheshire WA 7 6LL.
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My home address is: ____________________________
My Tel. No. is ________________________________
PLEASE ENROL MY HANDLE IN THE'BREAKER·ONE-FO UR' UKC.B.
REGISTER FOR WHICH I ENCLOSE AN EXTRA 2 GREEN BACKS.

----------------------
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SERVICE
The repair and service of CB equip·
ment is an areB that has been largely

neglected in this country. Part of the
blame for this must, unfortunately, fall

screwdriver and a soldering iron.
Invariably, these cowboys did more
harm than good and In most cases
caused irrepairable damage to the

squarely on the shoulders of the manufacturers and Importers of equip-

equipment.
Regardless of what anyone else

ment conforming to the British specifi-

may tell you, it is impossible to carry
out electronic servicing and repairs
without the proper equipment, especi- '

cation, who have taken hardly any
steps to ensure that their product will
be reliable or even to supply the necessary service information. The poor
design of many Far Eastern transceivers creates enough of a problem
without having to work without an
accurate circuit diagram or tuning

guide.
In the days when all breakers were
using illegal equipment, it was quite
understandable to experience such
difficulties, especially as most reputable service workshops would not

touch CB equipment for fear of being
severely reprimanded or having a slur

cast upon their professional integrity.
This

m~ant

that repair work was fre-

quently delegated to the local rig doctor, a peculiar breed that mainly consisted of either retired or redundant
service electricians who did the work
in their spare time. A few rig doctors,
however, had no professional experience apart from knowing 'a bit about
electrics' and carried out all their
repairs using a che ap multimeter. a

ally if you intend to keep the equip-

counter In Britain Is subject to a statutory 12 months' parts and labour warranty against faulty manufacture, the

responsibility for which falls squarely
on the shoulders of the retailer. Some
wholesalers and importers have an
arrangement with their retailers where-

by faulty equipment is exchanged on
the spot, the faulty set being sent
back to the wholesaler for repair. For

ment working at peak performance.
This equipment must include: a 13.8V

this purpose, they have a fullyequipped workshop and a full- or part-

regulated power supply, preferably

time service engineer to carry out the
work. These 'in-house' workshops are

with a capacity of 5-7 amps continuous load ; an analogue multi-range
volts, amps and ohms meter; a dummy

load of 50 ohms capable of dissipating 20 watts; an RF power meter; a
VSWR meter; a deviation meter; a frequency counter; an RF signal generator and an oscilloscope.
Another pOint to note Is that even
with all this expensive equipment, if
your service engineer does not know

what he Is doing, he can stili make a
nasty mess of your rig. It is always,
advisable to opt for an engIneer or
company of engineers with professional qualifications and who are
members of a professional association.

In-house workshops
Every electrical Item sold over the

also employed to check equipment
over before large numbers are released onto the market.
*Do not expect to get free warranty
repairs If you or anybody else has pre-

viously tried to mend the set.*

A brief guide
The remainder of this article forms a
brief guide to a few of the companies
who specialize In CB repairs. Relevant
details such as the type of work carried out, minimum charge, equipment
used and professional experience
have been included to enable you to
decide where to take your equipment
if it goes wrong out of warranty.

Kernow Audio and Sound
50-54 Mina Road, St. Werburghs, Bristol 2
This Bristol-based wholesale and retail distributor has its own service and repair workshop, employing two fulltime electronics engineers. Their extensive range of equipment includes Racal Dana frequency counters, automatic modulation/deviation meter, BK 1040 CB service meter and 2040 signal generator, oscilloscopes, power,
VSWR and field strength meters and even a valve checker. Kernow will take on repairs, service and modification
to any CB equipment and claim to be able to convert practically any AM set to FM. A full range of components are
held in stock and an estimate service is available.

G. H. Wilson & Co. (Shilton) Ltd.
Hosiery Street, Bulkington Road, Bedworth, nr. Nuneaton
SpeCialists in the repair and service of CB, amateur and PMR equipment, using the following test gear: a 50-meg
oscilloscope, a 1 ppm 600m frequency counter, a Marconi deviation meter and a Marconi signal generator. Manufacturers' modifications and conversions to legal FM are taken on and there is no minimum charge unless an
estimate is required (£5.00). The company was established in 1948 and has four years' experience in CB repairs.
Bulk repairs are also taken on for wholesale companies. All the necessary components are held In stock.

The Fixers
The Shop, Kingston, Fochabers, Moray
Dick Boyd has had 22 years' experience as an electrical engineer with the RAF but ~as now turned his hand to
retailing and repairing CB equipment. He has a fully-equipped workshop complete with a Hewitt Packard spectrum analyser and keeps a stock of the necessary components. Dick will take on all repairs and modifications,
including sets that have been tampered with by so-called rig doctors and aims to provide a fast, reliable service.
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Telecomms
189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth

Telecomms whole sale to more than 500 shops in the south of England, as well as running their own retail shop in
Portsmouth. In order to give a reliable back-up service to their customers, both wholesale and retail, they employ
- five fully-qualified e lectronics eng in eers. The two workshops are equipped with oscilloscopes, signal generators,
spectrum analysers, audio signal generators, frequency counters, deviation meters and modulation meters, not
to mention a host of VSWR, watt and field strength meters. No minimum charge is applied and an estimate service is available. Most repairs to CB and amateur radio are completed with in 24 hours.

Gadgets
6 Windsor Street, Uxbridge, Middx.
Though basically a CB retailer, Gadgets of Uxbridge has a fully-equipped workshop and a part-time but fullyqualified electronics eng ineer. The workshop is fully equipped with a frequency counter, an oscilloscope, a signal generator, a deviation meter and a modulation meter. Gadgets has been selling and repairing CB since November 1981, although its parent company has been trading for over 10 years. As far as servicing goes, no minimum charge is imposed and prices are kept to a reasonable level.

East Coast Aerials (Communications Division)
2 Anson Road, South Town, Great Yarmouth
East Coast Aerials has, since 1976, specialized in the erection of just about any type of aerial for TV, radio,
amateur and PMR use. At the tim e of going to press, however, the newly-formed East Coast Aerials (Communications Division) was making plans for the settin g up of a Home Office-approved land mobile radio service workshop, with the intention of taking in repairs and servicing for all types of radio com muni cations equ ipment, including CB, amateur and PMR. All the necessary equipment, including oscilloscopes and signal generators, should
now have been purchased. As for pricing and policy, breakers in the East Coast area will have to give East Coast
Aerials (Communications Division) a ring.

Catswhisker's CB Centre
2S Chatham Street, Reading, Berks.
Catswhisker's CB Centre, of Reading, Berks., has its own fully-equipped workshop which houses an oscilloscope, a frequency counter, deviation, watt and VSWR meters and a signal generator to mention but a few. lis
fully-qualified engineer will take on all repair and service work, including the addition of special items such as its
own cat call (selective calli ng) units. A minimum service charge of £2.00 is imposed and a pre-set cost limit is
usually ascertained. A tuning service is also available where the transceiver is tuned for maximum performance
possible under MPT 1320. A few of the most popular components are also kept in stock.

Llanelli CB Centre
21 Station Road, Llanelli, Dyfed
Based in the heart of South Wales, Llanelli CB Centre distributes wholesale CB equipment to more than 25
retailers across the country. They also have their own fully-equipped CB repair workshop and a full -time
engi neer, taking on service, repair, modification and conversion work. No minimum charge is imposed and if the
equipment cannot be repaired, no charge is made. A full range of the most common components are kept in
stock to keep the turnround fast.

Equestrian Electronics
3 L1ugwy Road, Kinmel Bay, Rhyl, Clwyd
This company, based in Rhyl, claims to have the best-equipped workshop in the North Wales area. They speCialize in the repair and modification of legal FM equipment. Test gear includes; a Bird 43 RF power meter, a deviation meter, a frequency counter, signal generators and a dual beam oscilloscope. In addition to this, every set is
finally checked by computer and an exact readout of the performance is supplied to the customer. Equestrian
Electronics has been in business for five years and has been handling CB equipment since November 1982. All
the necessary components are kept in stock and there is no handling charge.

Zippy Electronics
8 Spring Close, Bradpole, Bridport, Dorset
This company offers a service facility for all electronics goods including CB radio and has the following equipment: an oscilloscope, a I;>ench meter, a frequency counter, a signal generator a.nd a host of VSWR, deviation and
watt meters. All Zippy's staff are City and Guilds qualified and take on service, repair, conversion, modification
and installation work. A £7.50 handling c harge is imposed if the work is not completed by Zippy and a large range
of components is kept in stock.
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D. F. Browne Ltd.
418 Portland Road, Hove, Sussex
D. F. Browne is a company of fully-qualified radio and TV engineers, established in 1959, using the following test
equipment: an oscilloscope, a frequency counter, a signal generator, an Avo meter and all the necessary SWR
deviation and RF power meters. A minimum workshop charge of £9.00 is imposed and £4.75 is charged for an
estimate. All service, repair and installation work is carried out and a large stock of components is kept.

Micro Comms
372-374 George Street, Aberdeen
Micro Comms specializes in the repair and service of CB and amateur radios, computers and other electronic
goods. Proprietor Alex Allan is a radio amateur of long standing (GM32BE) and former member of the RSGB
Council and has a fully-equipped workshop complete with an oscilloscope, an RF probe, a watt meter, a modulation and deviation meter, a frequency counter and a VSWR meter. A large range of components are kept in stock
and Alex has been trading for four years. No handling charge is imposed.

K. P. Parker Electronic Services Ltd.
Pitts Store, Bishopstone, Salisbury, Wilts.
K. P. Parker specializes in the sales and service of radio communications equipment and is prepared to repair
any brand of CB equipment on the market. Keith Parker has converted hundreds of FCC rigs to UK operation
without any trouble and guarantees his conversions will be equal to or better than a commercial equivalent or
the money is refunded. Keith has been using CB since 1963 and his fully-equipped workshop includes a frequency counter and an oscilloscope. A large stock of components is kept and KP has been trading for four years.

Car Radio Fittine Specialists Ltd.
17 and 23 Truro Road, St. Austen, Cornwall

This company has handled.CB repairs since November 1981 and will repair any unit providing service information and components are available. A large stock of common components is kept and their fully-equipped workshop includes a frequency counter and SWR, watt and deviation meters. CRFS is also prepared to retail components separately. Service and repairs only are carried out and a minimum charge of £3.45 inc. VAT is charged.

R. W. Pollock & Co. (Radio & Television) Ltd.
254 Barkerend Road, Bradford 3, West Yorkshire
This company offers a radio transceiver repair service to both amateur and CB customers. The company has
been established for 22 years and is an official Yaesu-Icom dealer. Its fully-equipped workshop includes two
oscilloscopes, a Marconi signal generator and various deviation, VSWR, RF power and modulation meters. All
work is carried out by C&G-qualified engineers and is restricted to installation and repairs. A non-returnable
£4.00 minimum handling charge is imposed and a range of components is held in stock.

J. A. Perez
91 Perowne Way, Sandown, Isle of Wight
Mr. Perez specializes in electronics service and repairs, giving particular attention to CB, repairs, conversions
and modifications. He has all the necessary equipment including an oscilloscope, a signal generator and all the
YSWR, deviation and RF power meters. He also holds a large range of components and has been trading for six
years.

Important addresses
If you have any problems getting your rig serviced under warranty by your retailer, a letter to the distributor for
that equipment may often be productive. Listed below are the distributors of some of the most popular rigs.

Audlollne: Harry Moss International Ltd., 51-52 Heming Road, Washford Industrial Estate, Redditch, Worcs.
Amstrad Amstrad Electronics, 1-7 Garman Road, London N17 OUF
Rote:1 Rotel Hi-Fi Ltd., 2-4 Erica Road, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes, Bucks.
Shogun Sunrise Products of Japan, Colliers Farm, Frieth, Henley-on-Thames RG9 6NR.
SMC South Midland Communications, SM House, Osbourne Road, Totton, Southampton S04 4DW

Murphy J. J. Silber Ltd., Engineers Way, Wembley, Middx. HA9 OEA
Radlomoblle: Radiomobile, 50 Oxgate Lane, Cricklewood, London NW2 7 JB
Re:allstlc Tandy Corporations, Tameway Tower, Bridge Street, Walsall, West Midlands WS1 1 LA

'l'l
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Ilnlltone Blnatone International, Beresford Avenue, Wembley, Middx.
Colt (355 only) OCT, 407 Lordship Lane, London, N17
Comtrom, Stalker, Hato CB Radio Distributors, B31 Mansfield Road, Nottingtiam WGS 3GF

DHT Radlotechnlc Ltd., Grove View, Bel Royal, SI. Lawrence, Jersey, CI
Grandstand Beeware Ltd., Ripon Way, Harrogate, N. Yorkshire HG1 2AU
FIdelity Fidelity Radio PLC, Victoria Road, London NW10 6ND

Harrier Dixons, Dixons House, 1S-24 High Street, Edgware, Middx. HAS 7EG
Harvard Harvard International, 14-16 Thames Road, Barking, Essex
Icom 24 Alfrlc Square, Off Maxwell Road, Woodston Industrial Estate, Peterborough PE2 OJP
Maxcom AM & T, 9a Olds Approach, Tolplts Lane, Watford, Herts. WD1 BaR

Midland Plustron ics Limited, Hempstalls Lane, Newcastle, Staffs. ST5 OSW
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Eight o'clock in the morning and half
the population of Slough is trying to
get to work. Many of them are sitting
. In their cars staring glumly up the
exhaust of the stationary car In front.
Tango I, Tango II and Highwayman are
'watching the traffic too but they aren't
getting carbon monoxide poisoning or
cursing the red light ahead. They're
sitting in relative peace and quiet,
watching the cars build up on a television screen and, if necessary, directly controlling that obstinate red
light. .
.
Four years ago. Slough Corporation was the first local authority to
install a compact urban traffic co ntrol
centre. The town has a large shopping
centre, local industry and a high commuter population which combines to
give a very busy road system during
rush hours; especially as there are
three access roads to the M4 motorway leading from the town.
The Traffic Control Centre is located
on the second floor of the Highways
Department at Slough Town Hall, in
the centre of Slough. One of the major
sources of delay, the A4, runs outside
the Centre's windows but for more
effective study of delays, the GEC
computer in the Centre constantly
monitors the 43 sets of traffic lights
throughout Slough. This produces a
regular print out on the status of the
lights and the volume of cars passing
through. Some road junctions are directly monitored' by closed circuit television (CCTY).
Th e control room has a band of
sophisticated electronics which houses
the traffic computer, remote controls
for the CCTV cameras, four monitoring
screens, a video cassette recorder for
playback of filmed traffic problems, a
second micro computer for working
out traffic calculations, a direct phone
link to the emergency services and a
large street plan of the area with indicators for density of traffic flow, traffic
lights out service and those lights directly controlled by th e Centre. Tucked
amongst this equipment is a Cybernet
rig and base microphone.
Two of the three contro l team members were interested in CB and
installed a rig last December at the
Control Centre to maintain contact
whilst staff were checking traffic
lights. The team quickly found that the
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rig was far more useful than anticipated and that they were getting traffic updates from mobile breakers and
getting requests for directions. The
third team member had also been
converted and bought himself a rig.
After the 'powers that be' had seen
the rig In operation, they paid for the
rig and gave it the Corporation's blessing. It's now an integral part of the set
. up and is used extensively by the
Centre in its day-ta-day operation.
There Is a constant stream of information relayed into the Centre on channel 18, which helps in the planning of
traffic control, allows for immediate
adjustment of traffic lights and
enables the control team to give upto-tha-minute traffic reports to mobile
breakers. They also give detailed
travel directions to drivers, especially
those with heavy goods vehicles,
since it causes less disruption to traffic flow for the Centre to give detaiJs
than for the lorry to stop on th\l A4 and
ask passers-by for information.
CB has proved to be such a success
. that the company supplying the traffic
control system now offers CB as an
optional extra to authorities purchasing the system. At Slough, the rig
doesn't get used for the evening rush
since it is too heavily used by younger
breakers home from school. That
asi"de, Tango Control has very good
co-operation from local breakers and
works in conjunction, where possible,
with Sierra Control, a group of local
breakers from Maidenhead. who provide a traffic service in their area. The
rig is not generally used during the
day unless there is a blockage on the
M4 which needs the traffic signal
sequences in Slough itself altering to
prevent congestion.
' 11111111111111111111111111

Slough Traffic Control Centre
would like to remind breakers that
If they need traffic directions or
wish to report conditions, could
they give precise Instructions, e.g.,
"I am on the M17 motorway,
heading west, Just past Junction 10, .....ou;;......_....;,_
with the Midway Hotel on my rlght"_
They would also like 10 say
9.3Oam ........ - . . _
"Thanks" to Rusty Rivet, Bathtub,
c»nost.".",.. OnIytheOil donefhe.irjob. n..~ot
Highway Harrier, Grease Monkey,
... -.o.g ............._
.. "" .... Iony_ .. -.::,:~:.'=-gor"'
' Calypso, Royal Falcon, Sunray and
WifbungUP"-rood ___ Q~
Father Goose for their help_

__ ... _

---....
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Dear Sir,

Is utter rubbish. He buys himself an

I have been a reader of your mag for
some time. I have had great interest in

overseas set and converts It to NZ frequencies.

reading some of your letters featured, .
It Is with envy when I see the CB .
equipment which Is available to you In
the UK Here In New Zealand, we run
11 channels AM at 2 watts output
from 26.425MHz to 26.675MHz and
26.500MHz being our call channel.
The serious CB'er here does not
bother running NZ-built equipment, it

CB has been legal here since
approx 1965. So, as you can see, I
think you guys have got it made over
there for the amount of time you have
been legal.

ilke those above who claim that all the
wallles are young people. People who
try and split AM and FM apart are
doing more harm than any Idiotic wally
ever did. CB Is going through a bad
spot and everyone should work to
make It stronger. Arguing over what
sort to use Is almost as silly as arguing

Regards,
Len Ellis (PM/1692, PM/1743)
Palm North, New Zealand

you to hospital. So I will end by asking
those I named above to get on with
using the system they prefer and

over what make of ambulance takes

leave others to use what they want.

Yours faithfully,
Firefly (aged 14)
Puckerldge, Herts
Out 01 th e mouth , of babe • .. .-Ed.

Dear Sir,

On reading Vldeosta~s article In tlie
December Issue of CB Radio Magazine, I felt that I just had to reply, being
an advertiser in the same magazine.

I would like to draw your attention to
the Westward PT, which Is not only a
base station with high quality power
supply but also includes a high-capacity rechargeable battery and charger
In a case not much bigger than a
mobile and priced at the average base
station price - no room for a hamster

there and very little heatl
Yours faithfully,
M. R. Stanley
Westward ElectroniCS
Totnes, Devon

Dear Sir,
Last November, I purchased a CB
radiO but over the past few months it
has changed from a CB to a stereo
unltl
If you are wondering why, It picks up
more music from Radio 1 than CB
buddies. I have just had a musical
modulation with one of the CB OJ's
who plays morning, noon and night. I
asked if I could possibly have a
request to speak to my good buddies
that I could have spoken to before
Christmas. Notice I put Christmas?
This Is because most of the wallies
came on then and weren 't even Inter-

ested In the new hobby.
I find most breakers aren't fit
enough to watch Play School. Anyway, back to what I was on about.
When I managed to break Ihrough
Adam and the Ants, he wasn't too
happy to hear a non-musical voice. It
took several minutes In explaining
how CB should be used and, hopefully, Is going to be used In the New
Year.

Surely all the money the GPO are
getting from licences could be spent
on wally scanners and the people to
operate them, Instead of buying a new
cage for Buzbyl

I'm sure this could be controlled by
a small exam before purchasing your

licence, just like they do on amateur
radio.
I shall now go back and try to break
through the beat and get a decent
modulation. Please print this letter so
. the wailies who play the music and
. cue their mikes can read it and realize
what they are doing.
Yours sincerely and hoplngly, a frustrated breaker like so many In Britain.
Name and address supplied
Dear Sir,
Over the past few months there has
been an argument by post between K.

Bradford, the AM user and Matt
Sanders, the FM user. I've watched
their letters appear In your magazine
and I've grown more and more angry.

I've used AM and FM and I think they
are both good syst.ems, each with Its
own particular problems. That sort of
silly and childish arguing gives CB both legal and Illegal - a bad name.
OK, I agree that there is a need for
more channels on FM but there is a
need for more breakers on AM. A
friend of mine took two hours to find a
copy on AM. What makes me so angry
Is that It always seems to be people

Must he read slowly
Dear Sir,
I, as an early fan of CB Radio Magazine (Got Issue 1 from Mura's in Hendon, they were very reluctant to part
with It at the time as It was their stock
qopy), would like to follow up your
"Things Breakers Say" paragraphs
with
Part 1. "Overheard On Channel".
" I get chronic bleed over around

here but you won 't get It because
you're further away from me than I am
from you."
That was Part 1. Read on If you dare.
Part 2. "Suggestions Department"
for your magazine (Sorry, our and your
magazine).

I would like to know more about
whatever happened to:
(Ideas) a) James Bryant and the
CBA; b) Natcolclbar; c) Andy Donovan,
UK CB; d) Suicide Jockey; e) Unit 148,
BoxcarWillie, etc.; f) Other well-known
handles; g) Mura and other firms.
That's enough for now, I will write
more later.
Paul Ewers

Brill, Bucks

Readers are invited to send
in their news, views and
opinions for con'sideration
for publication.
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Breaker

le4
112 Merk.ton Lene
Bedworth, Werka •.
Tel. 31110111

Patchway Cars
Glouce.ter Roed
Petchwey, Brlatol
10272) 0114331

Tridentstar Ltd.
Unit 30, Century Street
Sheffield
10742) 4424811

Shadow Communications
21111 Hlllh Street

Waltham Cro •• , Hert.
Tel. 21181111

84 Wellington Street

82 Ea.t Avenue
Heyea, Mlddx
01 -1173 4848

Luton, aeds
101182) 3311211

C)\""'~C.I.

Seabright Supplies

37 Station Roed
Rlckmenaworth
Rlckmenaworth 701134

See brights View
Gelley End, Chelm.ford
Tel. 711748

GLOBE CB

Rusty CB Centre
Davldaon Roed
Llchfleld
. Llchfleld 117411

tt 0 Hoe Street
London, E17
01 -1120 11831

AC~II

•

Catswhisker's
CB Stores

~

211 Chatham Street
Reeding
10734) 11891113

Unit 43, Stetlon Roed
Col. . hill, Blrmlnghem

CTVR

Batchet Shack

311 Oxford Street
Grantham, Line ••

Unit 8, 8 Bells Arcade
Newbury, Berks
101135) 31451

Northampton Elec

Globe Wholesale

Hobby Communications

1118 Brooker Road
Waltham Abbey

Hobby House, 54 London Road
Milton Common, O:.:on

47 Que.n EI.anor Road
Northampton
Northampton 117111111

Skyriders

CB TRADER
243 Caledonlen Roed
N1

AM & T

Black Knights Grotto

OCT

James Group Ltd.

Gamma Aerial Products

Radio Telephone Centre

CAPITAL CITY CB

148/1411 Manchester Road

34 Buckstone Terrace

Swindon, Wilts

Edinburgh, Scotland

107113) 341311

1031 445) 4711

Scunthorpe
Scunthorpe 842744

Pama
and Co.
Pama House

North Herts Wholesale

MicroComms

557 Hertford Road
Enfield, Mlddx
01 -805 11400

407 Lordahlp Lane
N17

433 Wllmslow Road, Withington
Manchester M20 9AF
10111 4411) 8918 '

RADIOMOBILE
I'

:~ucky
NumbeJ'S'

Breakers Paradise

Goodwood Worka
North Circular Road
London, NW2
01 -4112 3333

Lewfield Gardens
Hoddesdon
Hoddesdon 4111111

AM House, lIa Olds Approach
Tolplts Lane, Watford, Herts

Crabbe Street
Lye
Lye 891132

Tudor Work.
Heyea,lIlddx
01-11111 11778

8 Melbourn Street, Royston
Herts SG8 7DZ
(0783) 422115

Wallace Telecommunications
Gr •• neoat Hou ••

Francis St,•• t, London, SWi
01 -828 21173

.

Scunthorpe
CB Centre
4 Ferry Road

372/374 George Street
Aberdeen AB1 1 EQ

Llanelli CB Centre
21 Station Road, Llanelli
Dyfed, Wales

ENJOY A SPRING WIo.JlI-KEND
IN· PARIS
A luxury coach with on-board bar,
video, air conditioning and hostess
service will collect you from either
Birmingham or London (your choice)
on Friday morning to commence your
memorable weekend break in Paris.
You will arrive in Paris the same day,
where your hotel is centrally located
within sight of the Eiffel Tower. Each
bedroom In the hotel has its own
bathroom (our price of £55.00 per
person includes Continental
breakfast). On arrival in Paris, the first
evening Is free for you to enjoy the
varied and exciting night-life that Paris
has to offer.
On Saturday morning a full tour of
Parts will take place and you are
invited along at no extra charge. After
this three-hour round of the sights, the
remainder of the day and evening is
entirely at your disposal.
On Sunday morning your lUXUry coach
will take you to the historic and
beautiful Palace of Versailles for a
guided tour. After this tour (Versailles Is
approximately 45 minutes from Paris)
you will commence your journey
home.

THIS' ENTIRE TRIP COSTS JUST

£55.00
per person

**
**

LUXURY COACH
CENTRALLY-LOCATED HOTEL
2 FULLY INCLUSIVE TOURS
PARIS IN SPRINGTIME

TIMETABLE: 15 APRIL (FRIDAY)
Depart

Arrive Paris

Birmingham ( near Bull Ring)
7.30a.m.
or
London (Kings Cross Coa ch
Station) 10.30a.m.
6.00p.m.

TIMETABLE: 1 7 APRIL (SUNDAY)
Depart

A £10.00 supplement Is chargeable for a single roem. All
of our prices are based on two people shoring a twin
room.

Arrive England

Hotel approx. 9.00a.m. fo r visit
to Versailles
London 10.00p.m .
Birmingham midnight

Please reserve me _ _ __ _ _ places for this Spring Weekend In Pans at £55.00 (single room supplement £10.00).
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ __ __

_ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

I enclose a cheque/PO for £,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Viscount Travel, Terminal Building, Southend Airport, Southend, Essex Tel: (0702) 48601
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BOYDES
The Corner Shop

Kingston, Mor.yahl,.
(0343) 87403

ENFIELD COMM
1311 High Street
Pondera End
01-8057772

Signal Aerials
255 High Road
Braxbourne, Herts
Hodd.adon 1147111

Patrick McNulty

Int' Comm Agencies

24 Belmore Street, Ennlsklllen
Co. Fermanagh, N. Ireland
(03115) 22423

207 Aylasbury Road, Blerton
Aylesbury, Bucks
(02911) 220118

74 Lower Street, Hlllmorton
Rugby, Warks

SOUNDWAVES
ELEC
New Street

CONNECTORS

CQ CB SHOP

Ledbury, Herts
(01131) 411711

Barnet, Hert.

CB AND MODEL HOBBIES
Parndon Mill

Ha,'ow
(0279) 418817

CB Radio Distributors Ltd.
Unit 2
Government Induatrlal Eatate
Union Mills, lale of Man
8111140

Eleclromec Engineering Ca. Ltd.
CI.remont Hou••

11 Wastarn Parada

CB
COM TEL
44-411 Grimshaw Park
Blackburn
(02114) 511098

QFS and CB Centre

19 Bridge Street
Andovtir, Hants

Auto Save Car Radio
11 Wlndeor Terrac.

Johnston Communications

Silver Streak CB Sales

The Motorists Shop
207 Lenthall Avenue

Gr.y., E ••••
33428

Billericay CB
92d High Str.et

Bmericay, Es.ex
Billerlcay 22200
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SQUIRE

Orangetown, Sunderland

Elektronika Ltd.

Doncaster DN1 3DW

P.

92d HI9h Street
Blllaricay, E . .ax
22200

Northampton
(01104) 810000

Autosound
Services
1 Portland Place

1 St. Jame. Road
Grav •• end, Kent
(0474) 117171

01-44934711

113 Barclay Street
Stonehavan, Scotland
(0l1li9) 1141118

239a Wellln9borou9h Road
Northampton
(01104) 31785

The Nappy Factory CB

Tyne & Wear
(0783) 118382

83a Roman Bank
Skegn • • • , Lines.
(07114) 810914

CB Corner

19 Trinity Str.et, Galnsborough
Llncs. DN21 1 HS
Galnsborough 1111199

N & K Blake
17 Wood Market
Kelso, Borders
(0573) 24217
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Microphone
The microphone supplied with this
rig is of a very small, oblong shape
measuring approximately 1 thin. X
23f4in. X 7/eln. thick. It is also fitted with
the better lockable four-pin plug for
connection to the rig. The only failing
is a badly-made retaining clip which
holds the microphone lead into the
microphone body.

Keithley 130 digital voltmeter.
Hewlett Packard spectrum analyser.

ioowa_
This test is done to check that the
power output of the rig conforms to
Home Office specification MPT 1320
and that the rig will give the user sufficient power output for normal use
over a reasonable variation of power
supply voltages in both high and low
settings.

Construction
Unlike most sets, which employ a
two-piece top and bottom cover plus
chassis, the EMS has a carefully-designed top and bottom cover which fits
directly to the front and rear panels
which are in turn held in place by the
circuit board itself. The case is finished in black or brown stone-enamelled aluminium, which Is both lightweight and very hard wearing . This
casing is fixed to front and rear panels
with special anti-tamper screws, to
deter fiddlers.
The front panel is available In three
colour options, gold with black letters,
silver with black letters arid black with
silver letters, to suit personal prefer-

Power o.tp4d Met •
........
HIgh

Low

,....
1.6W
.20W

11ft'
3.0W
O.36W

I.
,.3.7W

...

OA3W

The results of these tests prove that
in the high power position the rig
gives just below the maximum permitted output power. In low power it

gives just over the permitted output
power. The results compared very favourably with most foreign rigs tested
so far.
Ti

;

.... , ICabIIty

This test is done to ensure that the
rig stays on the frequency for a reasonable change in environmental temperature (48' F to 68' F).

-

Should

be

48· F
68°F

•

I

011
27.601250
27.601390
27.601197

-

.-

27.791250
27.791380
27.791199

"""

27.991250
27.991390
27.991205

The temperature stability of this rig
can be seen to be very good, drifting a
maximum of 53 cycles over the whole
temperature range. The frequency

ences.
The controls from left to right are
channel selector switch, channel display with 15mm.-high digits, which
means it can be easily readable from a
distance, on/off volume control, squelch,
RF gain, PA CB switch, high/low
power switch, four-pin microphone
socket above which is a standard-type
power/signal strength meter with a
red TX indicator, a yellow PA indicator
and a green AX indicator.
The printed circuit board is a very
well-designed, high-technology type,
as used in computers. The layout is
also very good and all components
are identified. It is also worth noting
that it is impossible to damage this rig
by reversing the battery polarity.
Another very noticeable factor about
this rig is that there are no loose wires
floating around the circuit board.

Transmitter test
Test equipment available:
Two Racal 9081 signal generators.
Racal 9009 modulation meter.
Racal 9301 milii-voltmeter.
Racal 9917 and 9024 frequency

counters.
Marconi TF 2501 RF power meter.
Bird 43 RF power meter with load.
Marconi TF 893 AF power meter.
Marconi TF 2337 distortion meter.
Levell TG 66B audio generator.
Solartron CO 1400 scope.
IE OS 50/2 power supply.
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accuracy was also very good as the
drift remained constant over the
who le frequ ency range for both temperatures. By far the best we have
tested so far.

e

Ma 1 C Caa

Thi s test is done to check the ability
of th e rig's modulation ci rcuit to g ive a
good modulation level over a va rying
range of input levels an d freque ncies .

-- - --O.6mV
2.5mV
6.0mV
25mV
BOmV
250mV

O.2kHz
O.5kHz
1.3kHz
3.5kHz
3.5kHz
3.6kHz

.

a.25kHz
O.72kHz
1.6kH%
2.0kHz
2. 1kHz
2.1kH%

O. 17kHz
O.4kH%
1.75kHz
104kHz
1.45kHz
105kHz

Th e above results are quite good,
except at the low frequency/high input level e nd, w here it tended to over
modulate but when re-tested, using its
own microphone, it was impossibl e to
over modu late because the microphone had a low output leve l but this
cou ld cause over modulation if th e rig
was ever fitted with a power microphone.

It&uiftr tat
To do this test, the loudspeaker was
rep laced by a Marconi TF 89 3 AF
power meter with a Marconi TF 2337
distort ion factor meter connected
across it.
it 0' $ . . .

11

6.5% dlslortlon
10% distortion
26% distortion

1 watt
2 watts
3 watts

ravolts of sig nal down your twig but as
thi s figure for most rigs we have
tested has been rather inconsiste nt,
we feel thi s should not cause any
trouble.
AlA ,

JI 40ft

The above results were rather poor.
It was a pity th at a better o utput amplifier co uld not have been designed to
give better distortion figures.

The AM rejection measureme nt
taken from this rig gave a result of
30dB, an average reading for CB
eq uipm ent, although a high ievel
wo uld have given more resistance to
stray AM Sig nals.

Th e threshold of squelch was measured at 1.0 microvolts and fully muted
at 32 0 microvolts. A good range that
gave no trouble when field tested.

'..

--•

he

tit

'.

This test is done to check the ability
of the rig to pull in weak o r distant stations.
5

10dB quieting
20dB quieting
3adB quieting

3S"

O.6uV
1.2uV
14uV

From the results, we can see that
thi s rig is average and in our opinion
th e rig could have bee n sl ightly more
sensitive.

s_..-,

Thi s test is done to check the ca libration (sensitivity) of th e rig'S sign al
streng th meter.

--,1
3

5
7
9

6uV
1SuV
2SuV
40uV
75uV

We can see from the results of thi s
test, w hich Is done wit h the RF gain
control turned to maxi mum, that a 9 1b.
(59) signal means that the station you
are receiving would be putting 75 mic-
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~r' sJ
This test is done to check the rig's
resistance to bleedover by other station s near by. We take a measurement
by receiving a signa l on cha nnel 20
the n introduce a second transmitted
Signal, first on cha nnel 19 then 20, to
check the filter band width then on
channels 1 and 40 to check for receiver desence.

300mV

-~-300mV
90mV
2 mV

The resu lts of this test were very
good, being some of the best results
so far, which makes th is the rig to
choose if yo u have many breakers
li ving near by.

This rig is the first 100%,British rig
to reach th e product io n stag e, i.e.,
designed and built in Britain and,
althoug h some measurements left
room for improvement, it was a pleasure to see such a well-constructed
rig. The Mercury's res ist ance to adjacent cha nn el interference (bleedover)
was th e best we've tested so far an d

makes it th e best c hoice for breakers
operating in highly-active areas but
alth ough th e AM rej ection figure of
30dS is average, a high er figure wou ld
give better resistance to st ray AM sig nals such as ignition noise, neon
lamps, etc. Ali points considered,
though, a good ail-round piec e of
equipment.
A copy of this Test Report was sent
to EMS Communications Division, at
Wantage, who assured us that the reason for this particul ar set's lack of
edge was due to the inavail ability of a
vita l piece of test equipment at th e
time of its production - after all, it was
only the third Mercury 1 040 to be produced. EMS has since purch ase d
more soph isticated test and alignment equipment to ensure that all productio n models are accurately tuned
before being dispatched.
EMS has also told us of Its plans to
manufacture an FM noise limiter,
which will be available as an optional
extra at aro und £20. Development
staff at EM S are also busy designing
the forthcoming EMS base station,
which we look forward to seeing later
in the year.

c:::=> fi) <==) fi) <==) fi) c:::=>
Unfortunately, the office Chri stmas
party must have proved too much for
us last mo nth, as a mistake crept into
th e modulation results for the Colt
355. Th e results for th e modulation
tests were as follows :

-... - -O.6mV
2.SmV
B.OmV
25mV
60mV
250mV

.OSkHz
O.3kHz
a.7kHz
1.7kHz
2.2kHz
2.9kHz

1t..a&
O.15kHz
O.65kHz
1.1 kHz
1.9kHz
2.2kHz
2.6kHz

~

O.2kHz
O.6kHz
t .3kHz
1.5kHz
1.7kHz
2.0kHz
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Beginner's Guide To
Amateur Radio
A new book, entitled Beginner's
Guide To Amateur Radio, has been
released by Newnes Tehnical Books,
of Kent. The book has been written by

FM deviation meter
F. G. Rayer, T.Eng. (CEI), G30GR, who ::::
A deviation meter is absolutely
sadly died s-hortly after completing the :::: essential for setting up FM transmltmanuscript.
@ ters and this compact meter, marketed by Gulldford ee, incorporates
Frank Rayer has been known to
thousands of amateur radio and elec- (
an SWR meter into the bargain. The
tronies enthusiasts for many years ~,~~.~. central meter is calibrated from 0through his magazine articles, books
3kHz for deviation measurement and
and constructional projects and his :.:. 1:1 -1:3 for SWR measurement. A
book aims to explain some of the more :::: three-position switch changes the
baffling aspects of radio communlca- :::: meter from deviation to forward or
tions. The book has been aimed at :::: reflected for SWR operation. CallbranedwcCoB~ers tho rad 10h tCOmmuniCBtthions :.\ t~onht'iS fVltah 8 smatl! rotary control to the
an
ers wow l S 0 prepare emng 0
e me er.
selves for the Radio Amateur's Exam- ::::
For both SWR and deviation measination and thus become a licensed .... urement, the meter is connected to
radio amateur. Topics Include fre- /
the transceiver and antenna via stanqhuertncy w8vele~gth ant d HPFroPt agati~nt' ,~ .~.~.~ ddar~ ctloax. COt nnbectors, howdevther, Whten
so-wave eqUipmen ,
ransml - ....
eVl8 on IS 0 e measure, erne er
ters and receivers, VHF equipment, :::: requires a 13.8V power supply,
antennas and a useful appendix of for- :::: obtained by connecting the red and
mulae and data. The cover price is :.:.: ,.: black leads attached to the meter to
£3.95 and the book is published by
the same power supply as the transNewnes Technical Books, Borough :::: ceiver. The WD-202 devlation/SWR
meter retails at £19.99 approx.
Green, Seven oaks, Kent TN15 8PH.
/
::::.:::::.:::::.::;.:::.::: ... :.:....:::.. ::::::.:::::.:'.::'.'::.:.::'.::;".::': :,,:,:::::::;:::;::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::j:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;::::::::.

Vampllfler
UK distributors of AKD quality products, Telecomms Ltd., have announced
the release of the Vampllfler, a combl "
nation of their already-popu lar CB
Booster and Vampire units.
The Vampllfler's switchable pre-amp
stage Incorporates ~ very low noise
FET device and the attenuator section
has now been made variable and
switch able for the precise control of
bleedover. By way of an added' bonus,
the Vamplifier now incorporates a low
pass filter. Retail price £29.95.
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The Hot Wire

which comes complete with a heavyduty magnetic base and coax lead.
The tapered stainless steel whip Is
fitt ed to the loading co li via an antikink spring and Is tuned in th e co nvention al way by using the Allen key supplied. Retail price £29.9S.

iii: New Tagra antennas

A new dimension in hom e base ::::
antennas is opened by the release of ::::
th e Hot Wire 27M Hz CB ante nna. The (
antenna takes the form of a f ully ~ wea ..
th erproofed loading coil with a preci- }
sely- measured length of wire attached ::::
to each end: one to form th e main radi- .::::
ating element a nd the ot her to form a )
ground plane thus producing an ....
assymmetric dipole giving a low rad i- ::::
ating angle and, therefore, increase d ::::
range, especially if it is mounted at ::::
high level. An efficiency level of 6S% ..
has been carefully estimated (by the (
use of tests and analysis) wh ich :;::
::::
results In a high level of ERP.
Complete installation and tuning ::::
In struc.t ions are included in the retail ::::
:.:.
pri ce of £9.8S.
::::
..
::::

..: .::. .:
:
.
{:
'::::

r~

.:.;.
r~

.....
:::::

'J....

Barcelona-based Tagra specialize
In making antennas to designs well
prove n by other companies, e.g., the
Tagra T.40, which is similar In both
name and physical appearance to the
American-made K40. Newly rel ease d,
however, is a range of home base
ante nnas which are also copies of
well-proven designs.
The BT.104 has a %-wave single radiating element 8.210m. tall and can
handle up to 2kW of RF power at
27M Hz. Its ground plane consists of
three radial e le ments cross braced
and joined at th e top by a circle of al uminium, concen tric to the single rad iatlng e lement. Retail price £S9.9S.
Th e BT. tOt has a %-wave single radlating element 6.Sm. tall, capab le of
handling 2kW of RF power at 27MHz.
The grou nd plan e consists of three
vertica l mounted radials, joined at the

@ tagra

~~~~~P~i~:
~i~~.~baluminlum tubing.
The AH.10 is a three-element beam

antenna ca pable of handling 300W of
RF power. The longest of the elements is 1.8m. and the boom leng th Is
1.9 m. Phol~riZattlolnRcatnbl e e ithe£r ve rt lca I or onzon a . e al pr l ce 4 g.
9 s.
Th e F.i is a V:z-wave antenna with a
single radiating element of S.76m.
length, capab le of handling 1.SkW
with frequencies between 27-29MHz.
Th e ground plane consists of three

? ~~~I~~~Oj~~~~~a~~~~~~~~:~I~~d~~:~
•.•.•i..: Retail pri ce £34.S0.
.
The F,3 is similar In design to the F.2

:. ••.:.: but htahs a %
1-Swave edllem enRt 0t f 161.38 m.
an d
ree. m. ra a l s. e a pr 1ce
{ : £49.9S.
:::::
Th e ML.t45 is a mobile base-load ed
whip of 1.Sm. length as per MPT 1320,

J:

,, ,,,,

.:-.' .......................................... ' ..'. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. ..•••.•. : .:.~.:. ...........•.....•.. . ...•...•...•......•...•........ ....•........................... ...... :..:..:.. :..:.•:..:..:.. :. :.. :.•:.. :.:.:.......•:..:.•:..:.•:.. :.•:.. :..:..:. ..• .. ••..• .•.•.••..•.
:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.;.:.:.:.:.:.

.

. .. .

The Westward P.T.
Westward Electronics, of Totnes,
Devon claim that the Westward P.T. is
th e mo st versatile CB transceiver
available, offering a co mplete system
with the perform ance expected of a
high-quality mobile or home bas e.
The P.T. is fully portable and comes

,

com plete with shoulder strap, rubber
duck ante nna an d integral high-capacity battery pack giving up to three
days' use depe ndant on transmission
tim e. Battery life ca n be further
extended by using th e low power and
display off switches. Th e battery f)ack
can recharge from complete exhaustion wi th in five hours using the built-in

'::::

:.:::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::.:::.::.::.,:::::.:::::::.:::::::.:::.:::::::::.:::.::.,:::.:::::.:.

mains charger.
The P.T. is also easily convertab le
for mobile operation using the qulckrelease car mounting bracket suppli ed. Connection can be made to the
car's 12V power supply but is not recommended as no performance advantage Is obtaine d and more Interference Is likely to be experienced.
Using the lead supplied, the P.T. may
be used direct from the mains'
employing the unit's Internal regulated power supply, which can also
charge the battery at the same time.
The styllshly-finishe1:l P.T. fully conforms to M PT 1320 and retails at
£129.9S. A high-quality, craftsmanmade leather case is available as an
optional extra at £2S.30.
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Bulldog regulated
power supply
Adman Electronics Ltd. specialize In
the manufacture of transformer-based
products such as power supply units

and battery chargers. The latest additions to their range are Bulldog 13.BV
power supplies, which are intended
for use with items normally run from a

car electrical system, such as CB
radios. Both the 2-amp.and 5-amp versions are fully regulated and protected against overload, overheating

and short circuit. Output power capacities have been clearly marked on
the fascia 'panel to avoid misuse. A
large Illuminating on/ off switch has
also been conveniently placed on the

fascia panel adjacent to the fuse holder, which Incidentally cannot be
undone by hand but requires a screwdriver or small coin - an essential
«:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::;:::::::::;:::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: safety measure if the unit is to be
spare power lead will be provid~d to :::: used by a child. Retail prices are
Maxcom Super 4E and 30E
facilitate both mobile and home base :::: £14.95 for the P202 (2-amp version)
use. The Super 4E will retail for III! :~~)£21.95 for the P502 (5-amp verAM Telecommunications, distribuaround £33.50.
The 30E Is a totally new rig to the
tors of the extremely-popular Maxcom
range of CB transceivers, have
brought out two new transceivers, the

Maxcom Super 4E and the Maxcom
30E. The Super 4E is basically a reincarnation of the previously-marketed
4E, which has proved to be the most
popular model so far, with a few minor
modifications. The receiver section
has been made more sensitive to
allow weaker signals to be received

more clearly. The LED display has
been changed from red to green,
which makes It easier to read in certain conditions and less of a distraction to the motorist. A new micro-

phone will be supplied, giving greater
frequency response and, therefore,
clearer voice reproduction and a

Maxcom range, which has a full com-

::::;:::::::::;:::::::::::;:::::;:::;:::::::::::::;:::;:::;:::;::;;:::::;;;:;;:;::;:;:::;;:::;;:;:;:::;:::;:;:;:::

plement of features which include a
green LED and Illuminated S/ RF
meter and red LED Indicators for TX
and AWl (Anti-Wally Indicator), which
Indicates when the rig is transmitting

::::
..
{
::::
....

into an untuned antenna, risking dam-

::::

~dql!f~~;~t~t:I~~t~h~~~ll.T{hH

an , '0 course, a se ec c anne .

e :;::

microphone connects to the righthand side of the fascia panel for ease
of mobile operation. Retail price Is
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Radio (Questions and Answers), which
:::: has been published by Newnes Tech:::: nical Books. The pocket-sized book

~~~~za!ln~S~~~~ ~fzCu~~~~,i~~~~~?~~

:•.:.•.:.j:. :..:. equipment, radio propagation, opera:.

r:

ting procedures and technical terms.

In fact, the 102-page book is crammed

full of questions and answers, charts,
.;.:. diagrams and codes, all of which are a
;:::; valuable asset to the serious CB'er.

:::.: :.
.

::~. :~'.:
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The cover price is £2.50 and the book
Is published by Newnes Technical
Books, Borough Green, Sevenoaks,

Kent TN15 BPH.
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The Breaker 1·4 Sale starts Friday 4th February
with huge savings on big names like

\~,.e.RNATIONAL. YAESU.1i
.~~'" ~,.. S\RiEL· GRANDSl'A CO",

...,"'~
co'tt'

NO· e

and many more!
.,..~
You just won't believe our prices!
But hurry- sale must end Saturday 19th February.
We can't keep up this madness for long!
_-.u-......
i
--:_ _ _ _-:-_ _ _ _.,-_ _ _-:;;=_ _ _ t:.lllng ell SfNk,en/ For

L~} l~aJrd~(J;te8itow. [~'f€fl~J@.~

- - - = =:7--- - . - ! ' - - - - - - - - - Wtlfeorcsllus fordelells.
OPEN

9am-6.30pm Mon.-Sat 130 HIGH STREET. EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX.
Sun. 10am-1pm.
TELEPHONE: 01 -952 8860/ 8185/7488.

eeeeeeeeeeeeee

KEEP WARM
THIS WINTER
Don't get cold going backwards and
forwards to the newsagent every
month. Subscribe to CB Radio Magazine and let your postman get frostbite instead of you.
------------------------~.
Please send me CB Radio Magazine on a year's/slx
months'· subscription, starting with issue
I enclose a cheque/ PO" for £12 .50/ £6.25"
(Ch eque/PO number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

THE NEW #857
NOW TUNES IN A WHOLE NEW WORLD
OF RADIO EXCITEMENT _ _ .
40 Ch's FM CB
POLIC E
FIRE

MOBILE PHON E
TAXIS
BUSINESS RADIO

AIRCRAFT

PAGING CALLS

HAM RADIO

VHF TV SOUND

MARINE

UTILITIES

FM RADIO
BROADCASTS

Unsurpassed, Incndible ... A professiona l monitor receiver only 7!-i X
, 3~ X 1~In . This set will bring in all the lalest action including PM CD,
news and developments from your local vicinity and beyond. In fact, pos·
slbly everything listed and even more!
The "857 incorporates the very latest electronics technology for remarkable discemibility of even the most dista nt radio broadcast. Peatu res include ••• squelch, vol ume, 6V de and earphone sockets (earphone supplied).
With the impressive new #857, entcr the world ofprofcssional radio communications for an incredible £ 14 .9S all inc. ORDER NOW, dispatch
guaranteed within 7 days. CWO/ COD WELCOME.
PLBAS B COMPLBTB THE FORM BBLOW OR PHONB (0388)
763323 FOR IMMBDlATB DISPATCH.

Subscription includes early delivery of each month's
magazine by first class postage.
Worldwide surface mall same price 8S above. Air mall to Europe.
1 year: £16.75. Air mail to USA, 1 year: £38.00. Air mail to
Aust ralia, 1 year: £40.00
-Delete 88 necessary

To: n ave Ta)llor. 8 Emmenoa Street. Crook, Co. Durham, UK
Plcuc send me _ _ #8S7 COJVHP Communications Receivers at
£14.95 each, Post Paid. I enclose Cheque/PostaJ Order for

•

Signature _ __ _ _ _ _ Narne _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Return form to: CB Radio Magazine Ltd., Tudor
L...Works,
____
_______
___
_ _ _ Mlddx.
____
__
_ _
Beaconsfield
Road,
Hayes,
UB4
OFL
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Well folks, here we are, 1983 and a
whole new year ahead of us. Glad to
see that you got through the hoi's OK,
without too much trouble. I would
have liked to have kicked off 1983's
articles with a real blockbuster but
once again, OX news and activities
appear to be at a minimum, so it's
down to mainly QSL and club reporting.
A serious affair comes with this war-

ning from Grant Wilson - Charlie Delta
12, of Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland.
Readers with long memories may
recall Grant appearing in the OX QSL
spot a few months ago.
Here is the low-down from Grant on
the Swagmans Club of Australia. Way,
way back in April 1982, Grant posted
off to the Swagmans Club a total of
$57. This was to cover membership,
cards and AD labels. Since posting off
his money, Grant has not heard a
whisper from the Swagmans Club,
despite writing twice to enquire as to
what was going on. I find the whole
affair highly amazing and extremely
disappointing, considering the international reputation of the Swag mans
Club. I can conceivably believe that
they didn't receive Grant's money but
not rece iving two letters - no wayl
There's definitely a rabbit away somewhere here. Grant has reluctantly decided to put it down to experience but
at $57 plus postage it hasn't come
cheap. I wish there was something
positive I could do about the problem
but, unfortunately, there isn't other
than to issue a warning, 'Beware of
Swag men bearing gifts'.
It's a damn shame that the friendship and trust of the 11-metre OX QSL
world is being spoilt In this way by
'shady' clubs but that's the way it
seems to be at the moment, 'The good,
the bad and the ugly'l
OK, enough of this depressing stuff.
From clubs that may respond to clubs
that definitely do and the reason why
I'm so sure? Because th ese are FREE
clubs. In my experience, I've found
that FREE clubs are, more often than
not, great little outfits to become
associated with. They always appear
to be bright and energetic affairs, no
doubt due to the obvious enthusiasm
and love of QSL'lng of their foundersl
presidents.
First out of the hat, ' Ee bah gum,' is
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'en'-glialnG,
the Dragon Rider QSL Club of IIkley.
To qecome a free Dragon Rider, just
send five of your own signed cards
and a sae lor two IRC's) to Dragon
Rider I David, 3 Tarn Villas, Cow pasture Road, IIkley, West Yorkshire

73-

LS29 8RH. In return, you will receive
five cards from David, five other cards,
a club Unit No., other club forms and
extras as available. Also available at a
cost of £4.00 is a pretty, good-looking
Dragon Rider rubber stamp.
If Yorkshire pud Is not to your liking,
move a bit further north to the Bravo
Delta 27 QSL Club of 4 Windelston
Close, Hardwick, Stockton~on·Tees,
CLO

5
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Cleveland TS19 8NP. This really Is a
great little outfit. To obtain your B027
Club No., send your name, AD, handle
and Station Call Sign and eight signed
and dated personal QSL cards and
you will receive the following Items
FREE: club certificate, club 10 card,
aSL's from other countries, invitations to other clubs, also, as and when
available, tourist info, pen, cloth
badge, stickers and anything else
which the Club President/Founder,
Ron Horn (Black Dan), can lay his
hands on. Unfortunately, due to it
being quite a sizeable little package,
mailing costs are slowly bankrupting
Ron, so he has reluctantly come to the
conclusion that he must charge postage. Considering that the club membership and package Is free, I think It
quite a reasonable request. First class
mall In the UK is 50p. Air mail to USA Is
$2.00. You may be wondering why
Ron puts out such a good free club
package. The simple answer is that
Ron is a genuine 100% QSL'er. He
loves the whole concept of QSL'ing
and hopes, as a result of B027 club, to
make and meet as many like-minded
new friends as possible.
Open up dem pearly gatesl It's
Stateside getting In on the action
again. Jabber Jaws QSL Club, of Illinois, Is a really professionally-run free
QSL club. Jabber Jaws, run by Ken
Pettke, has been around for quite a
while and is quite well known on the
QSL scene.

'"'.

·••..','.

OK, this month's last free club Is just
that little bit different and possibly the
most Interesting one of all. The India
Mike OX Group, of Falmouth, Cornwall, is different from most other free
clubs In that it Is a OX group rather
than a QSL club and, as such, group
QSL cards and rubber stamps are
available in the way of a normal OX
group. One further point which sets
India Mike apart from the rest is in its
adoption of a group monitoring frequency, In this case 27.475 USB. This
is the first time I've ever come across
this situation in a free club but seeing
as India Mike Is a OX group, I suppose
it's quite natural that this Innpvatlve
step forward should be taken. India
Mike Is truly an international club,
having within Its ranks members In
Hong Kong and liechtenstein. To loin
India Mike, all that Is required Is for
you to write on a card, your name, AD
and station call sign and post it off to 1
IM01, PO Box 7, Falmouth, Cornwall.
No fee Is required, not even a postage
fee, although I think first class stamps
attached to the card would be a nice
and courteous gesture. In your 1M
package, you will receive a wallet-size
membership card, list of countries and
a welcoming letter. Club QSL cards
are available at $6.00 per 100, club
rubber stamp at $4.00. Naturally, of
course, due to the weight involved
with these items. a mailing charge has
to be levied; UK members $1.00, Eur·
ope $3.00, outside Europe $6.00.
The India Mike Group could well be
destined for great things. If so. I'm
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PRESIDENT: IAN MACDONALD 11M01
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CLUB CO.QAOINATES ~
THE BUNGALOW
2A AVENUE ROAD
FALMOUTH
CORNWALL - ENGLAND
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To become a Jabber Jaw, post off to " ...., • ":. •••• ~ ;: A•• ·; ,.;", ..:. .~ ~',,~" ;.' ;", . ' ~, "... .
Ken JJ 01, PO Box 216, Oak Lawn, 111_
•• ' ..! . ....... : . " ..:... • '.:': ; -.'. : : .
Inols 60454 - 0216, USA, five of your
sure It can handle the situation and;
indeed, appears to be ready for such
personal QSL cards, signed and dated
and a self addressed envelope. Air
an event. All standard hand'outs
mall postage is $1.00 (US funds only).
Issued by the club are, In fact, compuShould you apply to Ken for a JJ Unit
ter print-outs, processed by the India
No., give your full name, AD, handle
Mike computer, a Commodore 4032.
and station call sign and also (If approLike I said, "an Interesting set-up".
prlate) that of XYL. As a new member.
Switzerland, now there's a place to
you will receive a very nice wallet-size
conjure up some nice visions. A
strange thing about Switzerland,
personal 10 card and your JJ Unit No,
Last time I was In touch with Ken, he
though, I've never yet heard a Swiss
told me that JJ was around 425 mempirate on 11-metre sideband, although
bers strong, there being about 105
I am assured by Roland Stampfli UFO 72, Vice·Presldent of the
members alone from the UK. Quite a
sizeable club and one worth InvestigaDragons QSL Club of Neuchatel, Swit·
tlng.
zerland - that the species does exist.
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My special QSO this month Is one
took place be tween Michael Foxtrot 19 - of Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire and Imre - Tango
rA l'o n,nn 2 - of Csanadpalota, Hungary.
is notable in that it took
!'Il ~. I ac:e on a station using stock mike
burner. 12 watts PEP only.
Foxtrot 19's station at the
comprised of
TXRX Tristar 7 47
Ante nna: Avanti Sig ma 2
Mike: Original
Power: 12 watts PE P, no burner
Frequency: 26.905
Tango Tango 2'8 signals were received at this end
R5 S7
Tango Foxt rot's signals were re ceived in Hungary
R4-5 S2-8 wit h QRM-QSB
Unfort unately, I am unable to reproduce TI2's QSL ca rd, due to it being
Zlr. ee.ded by Mick to help him q ualify fo r
I Tango OX award. However, it
exist, Mick let me have a loa n of
veri fica ti on purposes. Barefoot
\11 ()SICl"s are always very di ffi cult to work
I thi nk M ick should be congrat ulated for this one, A pretty good hookup by anybody's standards and a very
nice OX location, ~oo.

Authorized CB equipment In Switzerland is restricted to 22 channels,
O.5W output and an omnidirectional
antenna, yet apparently almost all
eB'ers have much more sophisticated
equipment which they use as and
when the situation allows. International OX contact, in common with
everywhere else, Is technically extremely
VERBIOOENI
Roland. not unnaturally. has chosen
to loin the ranks of the pirates, his station comprising of a Sommerkamp
780 OX, PEP 100W plus scanner,
topped off nicely with a Skylab V.·
wave. For the normally-conservative
Swiss, this is a sensational station.
Amongst Roland's most prized
QSO's are those with stations operating out of England, USA, Norway, S.
Africa, Brazil, Kuwait and Lebanon. He
certainly would feel at home over here
with UK pirates.
As I said a few lines back, Swiss CB
is a bit of a mystery to me, even the
Swiss aSL scene remains very much
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an unknown quantity. Yet on the evidence, it must be a thriving affair. The
Dragon QSL Club, formed back in
August 1979 by Rol and, Pierre CollnGeorgie 72 (Club Manager) and the
Club President - Laurent Hurnl, Viking
72, was the si xth QSL club to be
formed In Switzerland. Membership at
the moment stands at around 250
members from 31 count-ries on the
five continents. The policy of the Dragons Club is quite simple: to promote
Switzerland, to promote Swiss CB anc)
to further good relationships between
Swiss CB'ers and foreign CB'ers. Well,
it must be working, at- least contact
has now been made. For membership
of the Dragons QSL Club, send lOaf
your own signed and dated cards
along with your full name, AD and station call sign to Dragons QSL Club of
Switzerland, PO Box 158, 2006 Neuchatel, Switzerland.
Your membership pack will contain
the following Items, Unit No .. club
stamp, QSL cards, certificate, club
roster, badge-sticker, I D card and a
few other assorted bits and pieces,
The membership fee Is $12.00. Postage Is Included in this fee. On the face
of It, It appears to be good value for
money. A reasonably well done up
club package and a fairly modest
membership fee. I've not yet come
across any UK members of this particular club. Perhaps If any are reading
this, they may like to drop me a line,
give me their views on the club and, In
doing so, give us all the benefit of their
experience,
Take a look outside. The weather's
useless, ain't It? Cold, dark, wet, 100%
miserable in fact. Well, I can't exactly
promise that you'll feel the sunshine
or hear a calypso but, with the help of
Sylvia Jones, Unit 188, of Spanish
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Town; Jamaica, I'll try and brighten
things up with a look at the CB scene,
Jamaica style. Sylvia, by the way, first
popped up back In September's column. You may recall that she was
asking If anyone could possibly help
her to obtain a souvenir tray of The
Wedding. Since then, Sylvia has received lots of QSL's from the UK and
many QSL'ers expressed their regret
at not being able to oQtaln one of
these trays for her. SylVia really does
thank each and every one for the
lovely cards and notes which they
sent and promises everyone that she
is slowly working her way through
them all. It may take her a while but
Sylvia promises she will be up to date
with her correspondence very soon.
I'll let SylVia take over now.
"CB's are very popular here in Jamaica and other West Indies Islands.
Here In Jamaica, there are all types of
radio, Including amateur radio, although
I won't go Into details concerning
amateur radio. For CB, there are 23
channels, 40 channels and SSB
rad ios available (a similar set-up to
FCC rules and regulations) but most
operators have their radiOS modified
so they can go on higher or lower frequencies. This Is Illegal but Is
extremely popular. Nearly all C8's
over here originate In the USA. This is
due to the fact that a lot of Jamaicans
travel to the USA on vacation or just to
shop and inevitably they bring a CB
back home with them. Some bring
more than one and sell them. Radios
In the States are a whole lot cheaper
than here in Jamaica. As an example,
a radio that will be seiling here for
$1,000 can be purchased in the USA
for anywhere between $50 to $100.
"Applications for CB licences are
sent to the P & T Office in Kingston.
The application Is then sent on to the

CIB Office to be processed. The CIB
summon you to come to their office to
be fingerprinted for their records. The
prints are checked against criminal
records and if you're in the clear, I.B"
no criminal record, your application is
OK'd and sent back to the P & T Office,
who finally issue you with your licence. The licence fee Is £ 15.00 per
radio per year. Should you acquire
another radio at any time, IN ADDITION to the original one on your licence, the law states that you should
advise the P & T Office, who will then
amend your licence to cover the new
radio and also relieve you of $15.00 at
the same time. If you decide to sell
one of your licensed radios, you have
to have it transferred from your licence to the new owner. (A bit like
buying and selling cars, innit?) This Is
the theory but in practice I don't think
anybody bothersl
"Most people, when they apply for a
licence, take out, as a matter of
course, a licence for two sets, a mobile and a home base. The P & T Office
accept the situation and, in fact, seem
quite happy about this arrangement.
No one rocks the boat and at the end
of the day, we all come out winners.
They get a regular fee and we just
continue to accumulate radios. We
use channel 4 to monitor traffic in the
mornings in Kingston and a part of St.
Catherine. Spanish Town, by the way,
Is the capital town of St. Catherine.
Channel 9 is our emergency channel,
where we can contact the cops, the
coastguards or even the radio stations. The commercial radio stations,
e.g., Radio Jamaica, will broadcast any
emergency message for you.
"There are several CB clubs in Jamaica but all are local. There are International clubs In Trinidad and one In
Antigua. I am going to suggest to my
local club, The Spanish Town CB Club,
that they should Invi!e members from
outSide Jamaica. We do have a few
members in the States. These, In the
main, are visitors who came to meet
friends and Joined the club. Our local
members pay $15.00 per year and
each receives an 10 card."
Th is is more or less the CB scene in
Jamaica and, indeed, most of the Caribbean. It's remarkable how close this
description of CB activities compares
to the UK scene. In conclusion, Sylvia
passes on her best regards to all her
new CB friends In the UK. InCidentally,
that much-desired UK hook-up Is stili
eluding SylVia. It would be real nice If
she did manage It eventually.
Well, that just about ties It up for this
month, except for one last mention 'Martyn The WDC 04'. II's just a private
joke but Martyn will understandl Next
month, the lowdown on the famous
Sundown collectors' cards plus a look
at Berliner Bear Club from a different
viewpoint. Till next month, take care,
look after yourselves and good DX'ing.
Ta, tao
Best regards.
Charlie Hotel Unit 25.
News, views, QSL swaps, QSO of
the Month details, etc., to Charlie
Hotel, c/o 3 West Street, New SlIksworth, Sunderland, Tyne and Wear
SR3 1 EU.
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READER SURVEY
(

2
Exactly a year ago, we published a reader survey "Who Are You?". We got thousands of replies, which were
very useful in helping us to identify our readers and what you liked and disliked about our magazine.
Almost every breaker will agree that legal CB has not had an easy introduction. Now we think it's time to follow
up last year's survey - we know who you are, now we'd like to know what you want. We think there are things,
important things, wrong with CB in Britain. We need to know if you agree with us, so we can try to do something
about it. There won't be as many personal questions in this survey as we are more concerned about CB as a
whole rather than Individuals. There is space for you to fill in your nallle and address and we can assure you that
we will hold them in the strictest confidence but it is not essential that you fill it in. When you have completed the
form, please forward it on to Reader Survey II, CB Radio Magazine, Tudor Works, Beaconsfield Road, Hayes,
Middlesex UB4 OFL.
Do you use: AM/SSB CB
British FM CB
934MHz CB
All three
(Please tick)
Which CB magazines do you read (please list) .....
Did you previously read CB World 0 Breaker 0
What CB? O?
. If so, bearing in mind that they are no longer
published as separate titles, which magazine will
you regularly read In the future?
CB Radio 0 Breaker On The Side 0 Citizens' Band
O? If none of these, please indicate which . ...... .
Which one do you prefer? .. . .. . ......... .. .. .. ..
Which articles or types of articles in CB Radio
Magazine do you particularly like? (Please list)

Which do you dislike? ................ . ...... .. .. .
Are there subjects not covered in CB Radio Magazine you would like to read articles on? Yes/ No
If yes, please list. .......... . ... . .. . .......... .... .

t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

What do you estimate you have spent on CB
equipment in the past year? (Please tick)
Under £50 £50-£100 £100-£150 £150-£200 .
£200-£250 £250-£300 Over £300
How much of this was spent in the last six
months? (Please tick)
All of it 75% 50% 25% Under 25%
What proportion of this total amount was spent on
accessories rather than rigs and antennas (Please
tick)
All of it 75% 50% 25% Under 25%
Would you like more channels on FM CB? Yes/ No.
If yes, how many more do you think are neces-

X""d~ '''ru.~

..

sary? (Please tick)
10 or under Between 10 and 20 Between 20 and
30 Between 30 and 40 More (Please indicate how
many more ..... ..... .. ... . ..... .. .. .. .. ...... ... ... .
Would you support a European standard CB
system? YeslNo
Would you agree with the Government dropping
the current legal system in favour of a European
system? YeslNo
Would you use a European system in preference
to AM or FM British CB? Yes/No.
Would you like to see an AM/SSB system introduced in this country (if necessary independent of a
Euro system)? Yes/ No.
Are you or your club still actively campaigning for
AM/SSB? YeslNo.
"Are you or your club willing to actively campaign
for changes in the law or licence? Yes/No.
Do you consider FM CB in this country needs further legislation? Yes/No.
If yes, tick what you think is necessary.
o Introduction of a minimum ,age limit
o Legal protection of channel 9
o Allocation of call signs
o Specified channels for particular purposes
o Removal of antenna restrictions
Your suggestions ......... . .... . .. ...... .... ....... .
Do you think the Government needs to put further
effort into identifying and prosecuting licence offenders and unlicensed users? Yes/No
Would you be prepared to pay an increased licence fee to finance the above? Yes/No
WO.uld you support the introduction of a repeater
system for 934MHz CB to increase range? Yes/No.
Name ......... ... ... .. .. ....... .. ..... .. .. ..... . .... .
Address . .. . ..... .. .... ... ............... . .. .... .. .. .
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Money for
handicapped children
Members of the East Down Breakers held a charity dance recently at
the Sianney Inn, Raholp, Co. Down, to
raise money for mentally handicapped
children. Music was supplied by the
popular group The Lines Men, with
their special guest, Leon, a country
singer, who also presen'ted a cheQue
for £400 to Mrs. Iris McE\ride, Principal
of the Knockevin Special Care School.
The photograph shows Leon presenting the cheque to Mrs, McBride,
surrounded by members of the East
Down Breakers, Marie Murray. Carol
Orme, Martin Holland, Tom McCann,
Gerry Braniff, Harry Hlmon, Anthony
Holland, Marie Holland, Damlen Killen
and Sean Braniff.
:::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::
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Leeds to Otley
wheelbarrow push
Otley CB Club recently joined up
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with the Pately Bridge CB Club to
push a wheelbarrow from Leeds to
OtleY In aid of the Stoke Mandeville
Appeal Fund, the Otley General Has-

pital Special Equipment Division and
Dacre Banks Health Centre. Members
of the PB CB· Club pushed through
Harrogate to Otley, where they were
joined by the Otley Club and weicomed by the Mayor and Mayoress of
Otley. Collection tins were rattled
along the route, collecting a total of
£314. The amount raised by sponsorship Is not yet known. The photograph
shows members of the Otley CB Club.
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cat cali selective calling devi ce Into
the ali-British EMS Mercury 1040
tran sceiver. EMS Communications'
technical expert, Geoff Longman, has

cat call for fMS
Catswhisker's CB Centre, of Reading, has been given approval to fit Its

tested and approved the device,
which is also constructed In Britain.
(The Mercury 1040 Is the subject of
this month's Rig TesU).

~;~::::~::::: ::: :':;~~ ::::':'::':~:::::':"::':i\\?:::::::::::: ::::::: : ::::::::: ::: :.:(:~:::: ;::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::
Two members of Natcolclbar, Tony
Bevi!)Qton a nd Steve Donahue, ree·
ently met with Timothy Raison to dlscuss the propose d European CB systceEmp·TMr. Rkallson told tfh em hthat the
wer ng group, or w Ich Mr.

':'"
For many years, radio amateurs
:~.~.:~.:~.: have been troubled by 'woodpeckers'
who encroach upon their 14, 21 and
28MHz bands. These 'woodpeckers'
..: :.'::.: a re, InSacltutal fadct, thtetlRF refleCti0lns
f rom ove fa Sf S a ons scann"g

~~sr~~rh~~d a~;~~~nr~ ~~rn~r~ll~ht~~~

: f~s~;~~e~~-~~~;d convoy this counrapid tapping sound sim i ar to the
..
The new offensive has been
noise made by a woodpecker, hence @ planned to persuade the Government
the nickname. Due to the physica l
to legalize an AM CB system Incorporcharacteristics of these reflections, It :::: atlng the use of SSB operation. They
Is quite possible that they may occa- :::: are also asking for more FM chan nels
slonally find their way Into your CB :::: and enforcement of the Code of Pracfset. We would bhe Inhterested t? headr :::: tlcTe · fl t fAd'
d
t
:~;~
rom anyone w 0 as experi ence
:::;
he rs 0 n y s new emons ra·
:::: thi s. (No, this is not the April Issue).
:::: tlons Is planned for 30 May, when he
:':,:,:,:,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Is planning to walk from Glasgow to
:::: London gathering breakers along th e
::;:
.. way. Petitions are also being han ded
:,:'
Do you have any items of
out to all UBA members, which will

adoption of the FCC system in FM
only at a power of 4 watts. Four countries objected, Including Finland, Switzerland and France, who are pushing
for AM/SSB operation. A final decision
has not yet been reached.
hlS
Antol ther tOPihC discussed
I fat tc
mee ng was t e propose 0 a B
27/81 antenna approval system, desIgned to make policing easier. Many
objections have been raised about
this, including one from the Mobile
Radio Users' Coml1)ittee, to whom

~;~~~I~~ua:e i~m~~~~~t~~n~~~~ha:~~~

tlsh CB 27/81 system, Mr. Raison sai d
that the Home Office can't afford to
make any Improvements to the prese~t sys\em an~h thl~t anyote Wh~

~~~r"fns p~t~:r wllf bec~~;:ec~~e~.ex
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The United Breakers' Association
has returned, with a vengeance. Their
President, Andy Donovan, one of the
forefigures in the fig ht to legalize CB,
known todma ny ats DISCO Onte , hi as
l
announce pans
0 organ Ize he ar-

.:.:
)
.:.:
""
,:,:
""
:

::::
",:
:. ..::: :.•.:.

ntoeWosthtehratbcreoauklder~e,? of interest
U

r
:::
::::'

Send Up.
them in to us for {,
:::::
Round

ev:~~~~,:: ~s~~~ge~~n ~~p~~·rt' °Mr.
Donovan Is urged to contact him at

5 G..... II Swot

CI.ph.lm

r~ ~::~

:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::{

T.h 01-710 7468
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A pretty grim picture
Unfortunately, publicity given to CB
radio recently paints a pretty grim picture. Headlines, which relate to the
last weeks in November due to the
inevitable Christmas print shut down.
refer to incidents such as CB foul language, CB rustlers, CB sex beasts and
a CB shooting.
In fact, with the exception of the
'Mortal ghosts' clipping , charity events
seem to have gone out of fashion or is
it that newspaper editors consider
these activities to be boring, especially when compared with the revelation of a 'juicy' scandal that is likely to
Increase the newspaper's readership?

Northern Echo
Save us say
'death ray' couple
Electronics experts are probing into
a couple's bizarre claims that a mystery 'death ray' is ruining their health.
Retired nurse Raymond Neilland,
54, and his wife, Joan, 53, say they
suffer severe pains and get electric
shocks when they touch furniture in
their home. Health officials have now
brought in a sophisticated vibration
monitor to try to detect where the ray
is com ing from .
Mr. and Mrs. Neilland, of SI. Phillip's
Grove, York believe a rogue CB radio
working on a very low frequency is
responsible but BT experts drew a
blank when they did tests on the
house.
Mrs. Neilland said that everyone
thinks they are mad but they are not
imagining it. She also claims that it is
killing her husband and that they can't
sleep. Whenever Raymond's in the
house, he gets strange pains in his
chest, feet and hands and the TV goes
green without any apparent reason .
The place is full of static electricity it's absolutely baffling.
Mr. Neilland, who was forced to
retire due to ill health, said "that they
had asked all the neighbours if they
have a CB radio or anything similar
but they all· thought they were Idiots.
The only proven cases of radio
waves causing III health have been in
areas near radar bases but the
Neillands' home Is 20 miles from the
nearest military establishment.

'Shoppers'
walking
off with
TV sets
CH F EK Y thieves arc walking off wi th video recorders,
sttL eo pl aye r ~ and T V sets
frolll shops, I pswich Crime
Prevention Panel heard
last night.
Det. Ch. InspC<: tor Eric
H opes, head of Ipswich
Police Division C ID , said
th at such incidents had
occu rred in I pswich and
Felixstowe.
Thie ves
pose d
as
shoppers
and suddcql y
picked up a set and made
their e~cape.
.
The panel decided to t ake
up an idea that shop managers should be encouraged
to mark goods with a
special pen when they are
sotd .
The mark s on ly showed
up under an ultra vio let
light and 'his enabled
poli ce to trace the owner
when slolen property was
recovered .
e h. (nspector H opes said
that theft s from cars were
still on the increase but the
trend of stealing CB sets
appeared to have died off
com pletely.
H e said that, all hough
lock ing propeTl y away out
of sigh t in vehicles was
better than leaving (hem on
view, some thieves went
ar ound wllh hunches of
keys to enable them (0 unlock doors and boots. The
answer was not to keep
valuable property in ca rs.
Crime panel
offi ce rs
elected for the following
year were: Chai rman , Mr.
F. Pearcej vice ~ cha irman
Ch. SUpl. Coc and secreta ry, Sgt. D oug Corcoran .

York Health Department boss Trevor
Phillips said, "We don't know the
trouble comes from CB radio transmitters but vibration tests are to be
made".

Manchester
Evening News
Farm watch for
CB-link rustlers
Farmers In the North West have
launched a purge on CB-linked rust~
lers. Cattlemen, sheep farmers and
the police have joined forces to track
down the outlaws.
The National Farmers' Union in lancashire have Issued an elght~point list
of guidelines to farmers. It Includes
'riding the range' at night, checking
live stock regularly and keeping a
lookout for strangers In the ' area especially cars parked at night sporting CB aerials and blocking field
entrances in remote districts.
The Union's County Chairman, Mr.
George Mason, said, " livestock thefts
have cost farmers in this county a
great deal of money and we are determined to declare war on the rustlers.
The most important part of the campaign is to alert the public, to exercise
constant vigilance and report any~
thing suspicious.
"We are determined to curb this
insidious crime which can cause
needless suffering to animals and
could, If animals are slaughtered
under primitive hygiene conditions, be
a health risk to the public."
County Secretary Mr. Ernest Parker
said there have been over 20 incidents reported in the past year and
unless these hit-and-run raids are
stopped, traditional farming operations could have to be abandoned.

Daily Mail
CB-f1ght woman faces prison
Housewife Helen Eyres is so sick of
her life .!leing ruined by CB radio fans
that she is prepared to go to jail in her
attempts to fight against them.
Mrs. Eyres, 41, faces prison because
she refuses to pay her TV licence and
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ever he heard her transmitting, he
intercepted and made Insulting remarks
over the airwaves like "Blue Slut" and
worse.
Baby Blue's boyfriend heard some
of these remarks and challenged Blue
Feather to a fight.
Mr. Edward Targowskl, defending,
said there had been bad blood
between Blue Feather and Baby Blue
for some time over the airwaves and
the accused claimed Sharon also
made insulting remarks. It was only
when Sharon and a crowd of followers
arrived at the house that David took
fright.
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a fine as a protest against the interference from CB fans who constantly
interrupt her TV programmes with foul
language.

"'t is destroying our family life and
prison would be better than the hell
we are going through," said Mrs.
Eyres, who was fined £5 In August last
year by Medway magistrates and has
refused to pay the fine since then.

Scotsman
Ruffled feathers in CB battle
over Baby Blue
The night Blue Feather challenged
the boy friend of Baby Blue to a dual
on the golf course at midnight, dozens
of other breakers turned up to watch.
When Baby Blue (Sharon Gorman)
arrived for the battle, she found that
Blue Feather (David Dick) had turned
white feather. The High Court in Glasgow heard that when Dick was traced
to a house where he transmitted
under the handle Blue Feather, he
emerged holding an air rifle. He then
shot Baby Blue In the stomach and
she had to be rushed to hospital for an
emergency operation.
"Doctors say she would have died If
she had not received such prompt
attention," said Mr. Andrew Hardie,
prosecuting.
The judge, Lord Murray, sent Dick,
of Greenock, to a young offenders'
institution for 30 months.
The court was told that Blue. Feather
and Baby Blue knew each other
through Baby Blue's visits to Blue
Feather's sister. Blue Feather took an
immediate dislike to her gnd when-
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CB sex beasts
lure girls to horror
Sex fiends are luring young girls into traps by sweet talking them on CB
radios. Police forces all over Britain
are warning girls not to arrange dates
in parks and lonely places with CB
buddies and Radio Two Truckers'
Hour OJ Sheila Tracey said she Is pig
Sick of what is happening with CB.
"The main thing is that whatever Is
said, the girls must not give out their
names and addresses."
On the South Coast, a young girl
was sexually assaulted after arranging
a CB-radio date in a park.
In Armthorpe, Yorks, a family of
CB'ers have been so terrorized by
death threats that they have asked for
police help.
In Taunton, Somerset, a 14·year~0Id
girl was wooed over the airwaves and
forced to have sex In a car.
Sir Patrick Wall, Chairman of the
Parliamentary CB Committee, told the
Sun that he was pressing for safe~
guards - including the revoking of lic~
ences to prevent misuse of the sets.

"It also gives neighbours a chance
to find out what will be the visual
impact of an antenna in a neighbour's
garden or on the roof."
The council also plans to clamp
down on antennas used by taxi firms
and even domestic TV viewers whose
antenna is more than 9ft. tall.

The Journal
Mortal •ghosts'
The Hallowe'en night vigil in a
graveyard produced only one surprise
for CB fan John 'The Whippet' Bland.
That was when some youths crept up
on him in the dark and asked him what
he was doing. For the rest of the time,
John, from County Durham, was too
busy earning cash to worry about
raising the dead. He was spending the
night in the supposedly haunted
graveyard of the 13th century St.
Andrew's Church, South Church, near
Bishop Auckland .
John pitched his tent next to a stone
angel and whiled away the hours
appealing to other breakers to donate money to buy a blind man a CB
set.
"People say they have heard the
angel flapping Its wings," said John,
" but I heard nothing while I was
there." The Revd. John Anido said "I
have been here for more than six
years and have never heard or seen
anything strange".
The cash raised by John's venture
will be used to buy a rig for Mr. John
Ward, of Coronation Avenue, Shildon.
Is everyone called John In Bishop Auckland?

Manchester
Evening News
Crackdown on too blue
bad buddies
Foul-mouthed CB radio users who
abuse the airwaves with bad language
could soon have their microphones
silenced by Oldham Counci l, In an
effort to stop the embarrassment
caused to families who pick up their
unwanted signals.
T.he council plans to introduce a
system whereby home based CB
operators will only be given temporary
planning permission for their antennas.
Approval would be given for a trial 12
months to see if there are any com~
plaints from neighbours about inter~
ference or about the antenna being
unsightly.
The council is also drawing up a list
of guidelines as to what type of
antenna will be allowed.
Mr. Les Coop, Borough Planning
Officer, said, "It is obviously impossible to assess the extent of any interference before an antenna is erected,
so granting temporary permission Is a
good safeguard.
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Mobile to
mobile on
27KHz
by F. C. Judd

Little has been written about the
potentialities of mobile to mobile
operation on 27MHz and which, as
many have no doubt discovered, is
rather disappointing, at least as far as

working range Is concerned. 'Freak'
radio conditions have at odd times
during summer months made it possible to achieve relatively long range
contacts on 27MHz. These conditions,
which must not be confused with
short skip ionospheric reflection or

what Is known as 'sporadic E' are or
have been due to super-refraction by
which radio waves are bent back to
some distant point by certain conditions set up In the lower atmosphere
known as the troposphere. it Is pos-

+ 1O.-~~---,.--,.---,

sible that even some mobile operators

have experienced this super-refrac· '
tion but It Is not a permanent condition and therefore cannot be relied
upon.
The mobile station is otherwise lim-
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Propagation over land of moderate conductivity (conductivity = 10-11 •• e.m.u ..
dielectric constant I: - 4 e.s.u.)..over long distancea. ' El _ 300 mV{m

Ited to a working range determined by
ground-path propagation and which
may vary considerably because of the
nature of the ground itself and the
undUlation of the terrain generally.
The graphs in Fig. t show the attenuation of radio waves over ground that
has moderately good conductivity
(10- 13 .5 emu) at frequencies ranging
from 10kHz (30,000 metres) right
down to 7.5MHz (40 metres) which on
this graph has the highest rate of
attenuation of all. At 27MHz, however,
ground ~ath attenuation Is even
higher as can be seen by the graphs In
Fig. 2 which is an inset from the main
graphs in Fig. t. As the frequency
becomes higher, In this case from
t OMHz (30 metresl and through
20MHz (t 5 metres) so the attenuation
becomes higher and higher until we
reach the highest of all at 27MHz.

(J

Ag.l .

Mobile to mobile range
The graph In

FI~

3 illustrates more
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Stationary vehicle - Falcon 27.
. Moving vehicle - SMC Oscar type 7t SE
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Mobile to mobile. Rote of ottenuation over a distonce of eight miles under Ideol conditions (see text).

dramatically this problem of groundpath att enuation at 27MHz and shows
the averag e attainable range, mobile
to mobile, each using a 4-watt CB FM
set and rooftop ante nnas of 1.5
metres each carefu lly chosen for the
highest effi c iency, th ese being th e
8MC Oscar type 27 and the Falco n
27. Eac h ante nna was carefully
adjusted to obtai n a near 1 to 1 V8WR.
The trial co urse was over a nine-mile
stretch of perfectly straight road absolu tely level at one metre ASL running
through open marsh land having good
conductivity and wi th no trees, buildings or overhead wi res to cause
effects by reflection, etc. At eig ht
miles from the stationary mobile its
signals were just and only just readable at 81. Th e c urve (A) s hows th e
rate of att enuatio n per mile and th e
dotted line at th e bottom (B) shows
the ground level consta nt at one
metre A8L.
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Mobile antenna tests
Tests on mobile antennas can not be
made on the basis of driving round in
ever increasing c ircles unless done
over perfectly fl at ground w ithout buil·
dings, trees or overhead cab les and
telephon e wires, etc. Some magazines show tests made on this basis
and which are ca rried out in normal
built-up areas and where the ground
height may vary quite considerably.
The basic method is shown i.n Fig. 4
but unless ca rri ed o ut under absolu te ly Ideal con di ti on s, as described
above, ca n give no acceptabl e indication whatsoever of the rea l pe rfo rm-

III
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4.

The omblguous so-coll&d contour tests adopted by some magozlnes for checking the performonce ot
mobile ontennos ( see text fQr further explonatlon).
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country. Ranges can often be as much

as 40 miles. Good readable signals on
VHF mobile to mobile would be

Mobile to

expected ovar distances of at least 15
to 18 miles or, at worst, in heavlly

built-up areas, 10 to 12 miles (typical
of ranges obtained, for instance, in the

Greater London Area). In flat open
country, VHF mobile to mobile contacts at distances of 20 miles are not
unusual.
To return to the graphs of Fig. 5
which show base station to mobile
range versus signal attenuation, one
can see the limitations Imposed by the
frequency of 27MHz. The graph for
934MHz is based on 'tests carried out
by the Home Office and others and
partly by calculatio n, Wit h efficient
934MHz antennas giving around 5dB
gain and using the 8 watts permitted

continued

power, average working ranges would

be much greater than those obtained
on 27MHz, depending, of course, on
ground height, buildings and large
wooded areas which wou ld Impose

some limitation. In reasonably flat
open country, however, range versus

ance of a mobile antenna, regardless
of whether such tests are carried out
with another mobile or a base station
at the centre of the test area. So don't
be taken In by so-called contour tests
consisting of rings showing signal
levels superim posed on a section of
Ordnance Survey map.

attenuation should approach the
plotted curve shown In Fig, 5. Mobile

average range, mobile to mobile,
using the alternative CB band of
934MHz. Here we come Into the
realms of space-wave or line-of-sight
propagation as applies to all VH F and
UHF transmissions. However, some
idea of what could be achieved with
934MHz can be seen by the graphs in
Fig. 5. The graph marked VHF Amateur
Radio Band 145MHz (2 metres) is a
good average for base station to
mobile In fairly open and re latively flat

Would 934MHz be better?
It Is difficult to estimate with any
real degree of accuracy the probable

operational distance could, of course,
be greatly increased by the use of
repeater stations. For example, on the
145MHz (2 metre amateur band) a
mobile operating via a repeater station could well make contact with
another mobile some 80 or 90 miles
away. At last 934MHz equipment is
beginning to filter through from the
manufacturers.
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mode would be FM.

Although the Free Radio series
came to an end some months ago, I
did promise to keep readers up to
date with news and developments.
Admittedly, nothing as dramatic as
legalization has happened but things
have been happening In the free radio
world.

jects that only one type will be selected and will be applied across the

Community radio

broadcasting is appraised by its fre-

An Increasing amount of people are

looking critically, rather than passively, at Uw content and program~
mlng of radio stations and asking for
something better. Amongst the most
vocal are community radio groups,
who are actively pressuring for the
legalization of stations catering to
specific needs and Interests. Although
not necessarily linked to tradltionai
pirate broadcasters, some groups are

It seems possible from past Government policy decisions on similar subcountry', This would be against experi-

11

11
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furtner conference was held in Cam-

bridge in November to bring together
the many individual elements from
free radio,
Representatives from 19 stations,
commuoity radio groups and inter-

ence gained in other countries like

ested individuals met at the Wesley

Australia, where a particular area's
quencies, coverage and content and a

Centre to discuSS an agenda which
covered technical considerations, programming, . the problems associated

community station is fitted in to fill the
gaps.

with possibie legislation and proposals from CRADLE (the Campaign for

Apart from power and station loca-

Community Radio Licensing Experiments), who are preparing a proposal
for community radio in London.

tions, there are other things to be considered. The most important of these
Is station programming, There are

three distinct types of programming
for community radio and they really
depend on the power allocated to the
station. These three areas are:

a) a purely , neighbourhood station

taking the law into their own hands,

dealing with very local interests,

producing programmes and transmitting them on unlicensed stations.
Community radib already operates
on a large scale In North America,

or minority groups and

b),speclallst programming for ethnic

The conference had a fair degree of
success In three fields. Firstly, it is an
achievement in itself to bring together
so many people and stations in a field
that is notoriously individualistic. The
conference also had tangible results,
since a degree of technical co-operation was reached, a tape exchange

established and a pilot scheme for
legal advice set up.

Australia and Sweden, meeting the
special requirements of different

c) specialist music stations offering
a particular style not adequately covered for enthusiasts by existing stations.

The Free The Airwaves campaign
was relaunched to co-ordinate the
efforts of broadcasters and to cam-

groups within a community. Of course,
these countries have a different tradi-

Of course, many stations would

paign for and support local experi-

probably like to give some time to

mental licence bids.
There is, however, a major obstacle
to harmony within the free radio world.
There are two very distinct groups in
unlicensed broadcasting, with very

tion of broadcasting and in the past
have shown very flexible and liberal
attitudes.
However, the British Government is
looking seriously at community radio
but it is likely to be some time (maybe
running into years) before they consider the subject in real detail, as their
immediate attention has been seduced by the high technology and high
profit of cable and satellite TV. Indirectly, this eventually may prove to be
beneficial to community Interests as it

has been suggested that cable could
be used for community radio, although

each of these areas but this may not
necessarl!y be practical. It's also

important to point out that community
radio need not only service a given

area but a community of interests and,

different motives and aims. Those

as such, a greater reception area than
the name Implies.

concerned with community radio are
Involved In an almost political cam-

The Government is likely to Insist

paign to pressure for the legalization
of specialist radio for particular needs.

that a prospective station can demon-

strate financial viability, adequate
staffing levels and technical competence. Attitudes to advertising are difficult to prejudge. It might well be that a
Governmental definition of community radio precludes advertising -

this has been tried in the past on a limited scale without any great degree of

especially if they are required to be

success,

Free The Airwaves

The Government is known to be
considering three types of station,
The first of these is low power of a few
watts, covering a radius of, perhaps, 24 kilometres, a second of, perhaps,
1 OOW, which would cover a quarter of
a large city like London or Manches-

non-profit making.
Free Radio readers will remember

The traditionally 'pirate' element are

kicking more obviously against establishment broadcasting and are often
more anarchistic, having no other

interests at heart than playing their
type of music with lots of power. Some

also enjoy the illegal aspect of their
transmitting (something familiar to
many AM CB'ers) and, since legislation is unlikely to permit them to play
heavy metal rock at 6 kilowatts with a

reception area similar to that of an

the Free The Airwaves campaign from
past articles and their stand at the
1982 CB Show. The campaign had
started to diSintegrate as several of
the organizers became tied up with
other projects. In an attempt to
relaunch the campaign and, following

although, if combined, they could well
make the Government rethink attitudes to broadcasting in the same

independent local radio station. it is
almost definite that the only permitted

two recent successful conferences on
community and unlicensed radio, a

way CS'ers influenced thinking on
communications.

ter and a third of kilowatts giving a

home-made transmitter across South

East England, they are not really interested in legalization. Such diverse
motives cannot really be united,

0000
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you've
was a lump
Don't be upset! We can let you hsve
handle to put it on. Just send £:2.25 (inc.
Base and Handle, 10 Tolcarne. Road. Newquay,
Cornwall TRr 2NQ.

PLASTIC MEMBERSIDP
_....,.._C,ARDS
CB
CLUB CARD

I

11 . \~1>1. 1 ':

~EXACTLY LIKE A
CREDIT CARD

I

Seme 1111, I h ,pI" m.t.rlll

Prlntld Iny colour

ONLY

5

£,12.9 ::t'!

fo • .

INCLUDING
OE5tQ:R::OOF_ S ETUP

fREE SAMPLES &
.,,-~ DI • • , ,,.
ORD ER FORM ft phone 0344 - 8 4455

CI ANTtNHA CONSTRUCTION MANUAL.lIIustrated
plans for 'A-wave ground plane, Y,t-wave ground
plane, two-element cubIcal Quad, three-element
beam, high -performance stacked beams. All for
only £2 including postage. Build your own base statIon antenna and save heaps. THE SSB ENGINEERING HANDBOOK Is the one all the pIrates are
talking about. Covers 39 different phase·locked
loop Integrated cIrcuits Including the very latest
Pll IC's Just now appearing on the CB scene. No
experimenter's shack or CB workshop Is completE'
without thIs handbook. Grab your co~y before
Buzby bans It! [. 12 Including postage. THE CB
MODIFICATION HAN DBOOK Is an absolute must
fo r t he serious pirate or DX'er. Everything from 'a
few extra channels' to full-house conversIons cov·
erl ng hundreds o f channels, slides. Increasing
power, etc. (Buzby doesn't like this book either). £:8
includin'g postage. THE LINEAR AMPLIFIER
HANDBOOK has 13 complete sets of transistor
amplifier plans, HF, VHF and UHF, from 15 watts to
1,000 watts. Complete parts lists, circuit descriptions, component layouts and full-scale printed circuit negallves. £8 Including postage.
South PacifIc RadIo, PO Box 500, Fortilude Valley,
Queensland , Australia 4006.
I'OSOHAUZED QSL'" 1,000 £:13.75. Handlecards,
1,000 £:8.70. OX logs (sae samples). M. Hope, 89
Derwent Street, Consel! DH8 8lT.
EXECUTIVE-STYLE engraved handle badge, only £: 1.
Smartest on the market. Box 31, CB Radio Magazine, Tudor WOrXa, Beaconsfield Road, Hayes,
Mlddx.

~~~~~~:~H~A~N~O~B~O~O~K~·.·.i.~'~CC~I~.~,m~e~d~iiiiiii~":" "",:~J~A~CI<S:~fO~,~,o~u~r aSL

by sldebanders worldwide, C8. THE LINEAR
AMPLIFIER HANDBOOK ... build your own CB or
amateur linear and save a bundle, C8. SSB ENGfNEERING VOLUME ONE ... covers crystal synthesfled and early PLl rigs, Cl0. SSB ENGINEERING
VOLUME TWO ... covers 'second generation' PPL
rigs, £12. CB ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION PLANS
for lJ.-wave groundplane, '!:I-wave groundplene,
two·element cubical quad, three-element beam,
stacked beams ... all for only £:2. All prices Include
postage. Payment by cash or bank draft only. (No
personal cheques or British Postal Orders). Airmail
price list £: 1 . . . refundable wi th fi rst order. No ripotfs here . . . same address since 19S9. SOUTH
PACIFIC RADIO, PO Box 500, Fortitude Valley,
Queensland, Aus t ralia 400S.
RIG DOCTORS. Buy your ready-buill conversion
boards at trade p rices, FM, etc. Crystsls supplied.
Details: KS Services. 90 Porter Road, Baslngstoke,
Hants. RG22 4JR. Baslngstoke 51082.
HANDLE: LAPEL badges professionally engraved and
by return of post. £:1 .50 cash with order. AylmerKelly-C. 2 Pickwick Road, Corsham, Wilts. SN 13
9BJ.
RAYMAC DISPlAY for PVC club cards, club stickers.
printed patch badges, PVC club card wallets, Tshirts. club eyeball badges printed to order plus
slogan badges and stickers. Raymac Display, National Works. Bath Road, Hounslow 01-5709116

CB PLL DATA
BOOK-NEW INT'L EDITION
How th ey work & how to modify them.
Compl ete specs on every PLL device
In c lud ing all U .K. c hip s, Ea sy nontechnical readlngl

" SCREWDRIVER
EXPERT'S" GUIDE

The bible 01 DI Y CB repalrsl Each book
$16 o r £10 inc l. Air P&P (Cas h, Bank
Draft, VI SA/MC). Free cal . log ue 01
unusual C B specia lities with order,

ALWAYS A MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE

C.B. CITY INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 31 500, Ph.....I••

.u 85046 U.S.A.

QUI IADGES professionally engraved, choice of
colours. Discount for quantity. Sae for details to
Mangle (Royslon), 16 Kneesworth Street, Rayston, Herts. SG8 5AA.

x

contacts, 3Y.ln. 2In.,
self-adhesive, plastic coated, 100 Itags for £3.50
Inclusive. Cheques/PO's, KM Enterprises, 191
Joyners Field, Harlow, Essex CM18 700.
P'lRSOMAUZED KEY rings. In black leather with gold
lettering. Ideal to send with your QSL or for club
members. Up to eight words £25.00 for 100 key
rings. Sae for sample ring to Key Rings, 10 Talcarne Road, Newquay, Cornwall TR7 2NQ.
JOI ... EGDX Club £3. Use of our PO Box No. available. aSL's redirected. aSL cards supplied If
required. Executive-style engraved hendle or call
sign badge £:1. Box 31 , CB Radio Magezlne, Tudor
Works, Beaconsfield Road, Hayes, Mlddx. UB4 OFL .
DO YOU aSL? Our aSl rubber stam ps are a mus t
fo r all aSl /DX'ers. Also personalized and club
stamps. For brochure, sae to M&M Rubber Stamps,
10 To lcarne Road , NewQuay TR7 2NQ or tel.
(OS373) 3559.
WEMIlEY FORCB. Special offers. lC l Communicator
£45.95. Colt 355 UK £:31.95. York JCB 861 £:52.50.
York JCB 863 £69.95. Harvard 405 (420M) £:69.00.
Harvard Home Base £:96.60. Harvard 410T
Handheld Rig £:53.95. K40 Antenna £:24.95. Whiplash Antenna £:7.50. Breml 100W Mains Burner
£79.95. Call or ring Tlnsmann ca, 3 .9 Wembley
Commercial Centre, East lane, Wembley, Mlddx.
01-9043507.
•
I'tRAMID 11m CB loft aerlal. Designed for maximum
performance at minimum cost. Superb AM/FMI
SSB, e.g ., delighted sldebander copied 7 States In
one sHernoon. Supplied complete with full Instructions for Just £:5 Inc. p&p. Why pay more? Send now
for prompt dispatch. D. Knox, 20 Pullan Avenue,
Eccieshlll, Bradford BD2 3 RT.
AfTDt OREAT demand, Anglo American Sidebanders
have now made thei r OX Man ual available to all
CB'ers. Copies fo r £:1 .50 Inc. p&p from Anglo American, Coronation House, Tolca rn e Road, Newquay,
Cornwall

MOO N SHINE CB. TRIED US?
GPA 27'/2 £17,95. Siive r Rod £19.75
Hamaster Leson 420 0 £24.75
Hamaster Leson 4500 £32.25
25W burners £ 16.00
RG8 43p/m. RG58 14p/m
Rama PC5 £18.50. Rama. PC3.£ 14,OO
Ful l range: antennas, Srem ls, speake rs,
p/packs, masts, mikes, meters, connectors, etc.
Ring 01 ·341 1246 .ttcr 7.00pm Mon.·5at,

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ORDER FORM
ARTWORK INFORMATION

IMPORTANT. FILL IN ONLY THE DETAILS YOU WISH TO APPEAR ON YOUR CARD

HANDLE _____
PERSONAL
UNIT No.
CLUB NAME

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ CHANNEL _ _ _ _ __ _ __
FREQUENCY _______________
SALUTATION
UNION JACK (OR OTHER) ______

NAME
ADDRESS ________________________

PHONE No. ___________________
I enclose a cheque or PO payable to Loser Litho
Ltd. lor £ _________ _ _ _ _____
as payment lor·_________ _ __

ADDRESS

SUGGESTED DIAGRAM _________________________________

Send soe for single and multl·colour p rice list
and samples.
Send your order and payment to:

DO YOU REQUIRE TO SEE A PROOF OF YOUR DESIGN BEFORE IT IS PRINTEDATTHE
EXTRA COST OF £ 107
lklleno proof Is reQuired we reS8lVe the right to design ond despatch vourorderwllhoul notice and con occept
no respon slb1!lty tOt VO\.II copy errors or.d/oryour d Islike of deSign and/or layout norony other error howsoever

oou"",

LASER LITHO LTD.
TUDOR WORKS
BEACONSFIELD ROAD
HAYES, MIDDX.
UB4 OFL
Please allow 28-40 days' de!lvelY from receipt of order.

THIS ARTWORK AND ORDER WILL NOT BE PROCESSED UNLESS THIS SLIP IS ACCOMPANIED BY FULL PAYMENT
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CQ - DX - QSL
The easier you make it for us,
the cheaper we make it for you

Full process colour QSL

or eyeball cards
GLOSSY HIGH QUALITY
FULL COLOUR EYEBALL CARDS'

500 for only £34.50
1,000 for only £46.50

~T &
p & p

Full colour 2'h " 314 (credit card size)

Po ·80)(
SLOUGH 335
SL1 7ES
73's & 51's

GLOSSY HIGH QUALITY FULL COLOUR QSL CARDS

500 for only £46.50 ~~T &
1,000 for only £58.:)0 p & p

Full colour 5'h ,,314 (post card size)
with standard QSL post card back
EXTRAS

WHAT YOU GET
This price includes us designing your card tro
name. handle. club or even business. prir~ '
our, VAT. postage and pocking '
• Anything else will cost !

««See

COL

Aoprovol of design before printing
,nge of colours on design
Ir photograph Instead of drawing

£10
£3

£8

I&gotlve supplied bV you)
ALTI:RNATtVt ARtWORK
" I hove a QSl cord that you like then send us one
sed and one Indicating the colour and changes
(no extra chorge).

